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In Murray and
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ds built in
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DEATH TOLL RISES AS DEBRIS
IS MOVED ON _MIMI AREAS

id Sweden's
Vietnam.

Several Persons
Fined In Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn
Several persons were charged, entered pleas of guilty, and
were fined in the City Court
of City Judge William H. (Jake)
Dunn during the past week.
Records show the following
occurred:

Bodies Found In Groups;
Snakes Present Hazard

Local Couple
Reported In
Storm Area

now finding them (bodies) in
By WILLIAM L. VAUGHN
groups."
ruPDI
Miss.
CHRISTIAN.
PASS
More Than 200,000 Homeless
Mississippi Gov. John B ell
- Rescuers carried out a slow
search today in mud and rub- Williams said "some estimate
ble for hundreds of bodies be- the death rate could go above
lieved buried in the debris left 500 and possibly reach 1,000."
More than 200,000 persons
by Hurricane Camille, whose
, 190-mile-an-hour winds spread were homeless from Alabama
to Louisiana. Some towns were
virtually wiped out by Camille
and on. viant tides ihe br)ught.
Williams said the damage

The family of Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Mitchell of Biloxi, Miss.,
K. Nance, disregarding are extremely concerned about
Pictured are some of the larksey 444 Club members getting ready to board the bus for the
fined $10.00 costs them as they resided only one
Kentucky State Fair on Saturday morning. They participated in the Variety Show at the Kim- stop sign,
block from the Gulf Coast in
$4.50.
fixity State Fair. Left to right are Teresa Jos. ph, Stacy Adams, Roger Potts, David Beane, Rethe area devastated by Hurrinee Sleed, and Sherrie McKinnon
disorderly
Jackson,
conE.
H.
cane Camille.
duct, fined $25.00 costs $4.50,
Roger and his wife, Judy,
Nathan Stubblefield, disordcalled their parents, Mr.
had
erly conduct, fined $25.00 costs and Mrs. Bobby Mitchell of
Muray Route Two and Mr. and
(Continued on Page 16)
PASS CHRISTIAN, Miss.
B. Vinson, reckless driv- Mrs Bobby Jetton of Lynn
iPI - Hurricane Camille's
Grove Route One on Sunday A-1C Jerry William Caldwell death toll reached 237 today
ing, fined $15.00 costs .$4.50.
M. D. Adams, driving while about seven p.m. to tell them
with many bodies still lying
intoxicated, amended to reek- that they were going to wait
uncounted in the mud and
less driving, fined $100,00 costs out the storm at their home
devastation of Mississippi's •
with some more friends and
$450.
GoU Coast vacation land. OfJ. G. Erickson, driving while their landlady.
'ficials feared the toll would
The Kirksey 4-H Club parti- mentary School in. McCracken
Since that time no word has
double pr quadruple.
cipated in the Kentucky 4-H County. The title of their act intoxicated, amended to reckless driving, fined $100.00 costs been received from them. A
Variety Show held Saturday, was "How We Began".
Red Cross representative at
Airman Jerry William CaldFour-H members participat- $4-50.
Mrs. Darwin White of Hazel luta August 16 at the Kentucky
J. G. Pierce, driving while in- Jackson, Miss., told them that well, son of Mr. and Mrs. Char- destruction across a 600-squarean apple in her kitchen that is State Fair. They were selected ing included: Bobbie Smith,
reckless a large school building near les Caldwell, 703 Chestnut mile area.
over a year old. It just stuiv- to participate in this event last Vanessa Stone, Terry Wyatt, toxicated, amended to
costs their home was still standing Street, Murray, was recently
$100.130
Officials said 163 bodies have
fined
driving,
Falwell,
Jill
Beane,
spring
area
Darrell
the
at
4-H
Variety
Mrs.
rot.
didn't
lied that's all,
The Calloway County Board
and that maybe they had gone promoted to Aairman
First been found so far. They preWhite said the apple came from show held in Lone Oak Ele- Margaret MoCallon, Melanie $4.50.
toll of Education has purchased
death
dicted the final
J. W. Wilson, public drunk- ti that building when the Class.
Norwood, Barbara June Pierce,
Paul Blalock's farm and was
6.064 acres of land adjacent to
Dianne Rhoades, Billy D ale enness, given ten days in City sorrn struck if their home was
just a regular apple. She did
Caldwell was sent to Castle would be much higher-possithe present. Calloway County
.
represame
The
bly
demolished.
1,000.
labor..
hard
at
Kerry
Stark,
Jail
Sandra
CaliSmith,
not fill it with spices or anyAir Force Base, Merced,
Rescue work also involved High School land, according to
George Weeks, driving while sentative told them that their fornia, in October 1968, directStone, Keith Smith, Kenny Adthing.
ams, Alan Armstrong, Jerry Intoxicated, fined $150.00 costs names had not been on the ly after he, finished his basic killing of hundreds of snakes, a deed signed July 28, 1969,
fin- casualty list.
some of them poisonous, wash- recorded in the office of the
the
was
apples
spiced
Fixing
training.
Murray State University Pres- Tucker, Terry Beane, Kathie $4.50, no operator's license,
Calloway County Court Clerk.
the
with
Roger
a
serving
is
for
$4.50,
costs
$50.00
Barry
ed
fad some years ago. Ladies ident and Mrs. Harry M. Sparks Broach, Sherrie Dixon,
While at Castle, Caldwell was ed into the area by floodtides
The deed reads in part as
Col. Miller Dent, Mississippi
US. Army Air Force at Keesler placed on "on the job traintotal of $209.00.
would stick spices in the ap- are in Estes Park, Colo., this Joseph, Martha McCallon,
follows:
B. J Jones, driving while in- A Force Base, Biloxi, Miss.
ing" to acquire his skill level Civil Defense director, said
ples and let them dry, then week attending the annual MoCallon, Glynda McLeod, Sher"Christine Southard, a widow.
toxicated, fined $150.00 costs
in the field of Communications there were large areas in Pass
use them to 'tent clothing, etc. meeting of the American CounChristian and Long Beach res- Janis Southard Hicks, Linda
fin-,
license,
operator's
16)
no
Page
on
$4.50,
(Continued
Center Specialist.
he spices preserved the apples ail of University Presidents.
PTA Plans
cue teams were just beginning Southard, and Dale Clark Soued $50.00 costs $4.50, for a total
A-1C Caldwell completed his
d they gave off a delicate
The meeting, which is being
to explore three days after the thard, heirs of Preston Southof $209.00.
cot.
training and tested in the monheld at the YMCA of the Rockard, to Calloway County Board
disaster.
re.:kless
Stubblefield,
G.
L.
his
received
and
March
ies near Estes Park, features
th of
of Education.
Guice,
County
Wade
Harrison
$4.50
costs
$15.00
fined
driving,
Travel requests from state ag- sessions on long-range activity
The Carter Elementary Scho promotion on April I, 1969..
"That for and in consideraC. R. Yeary, reckless driving. ol Parent-Teacher Association" Caldwell completed his Win- Civil Defense director, said "I
encies and colleges, at state planning. Parallel sessions also
wouldn't be surprised if we tion of the sum of tweny-four
fined $20 00 costs $4.50
expense have risen over the have been aranged for the
will ha,,e a representative in ing within four months in which have a thousand
casualties." In thousand dollars ($24,000.00),
A. L. Kelso, reckless driving, each home room to receive it was to take seven.
past several years. UK leads all presidents' wives and dealing
includes Pass cash in hand paid, the receipt
which
area,
his
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
colleges in out of state trips with their responsibilities
Since this time Caldwell has Christian, Gulfport and Biloxi- of all of which is hereby acmembership in the PTA on
SoftWomen's
Murray
The
by Kentucky colleges with $225,- while serving in official uniB. A. Barlow, unneLessary Friday, August 22.
volunteered for overseas duty the hardest hit towns-"We are knowledged grantors have this
ball team will play an Friday, noise, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
024. Murray State was second yetssity hostess capacities.
and received an assignment to
for
dollar
one
are
dues
The
day bargain, sold and herein
August 22, at 7:15 p. m. in
Tommy Hargrove, unneces- both parents for the year. All Ramey Air Force Base in Puerwith $59,826. Others in order
convey unto grantee the followTournament
Softball
State
-the
were Western, Eastern, More,
sary noise, fined $15.00 costs parents are urged to join so to Rico.
at Lexington.
(Continued on Page 16)
head, and Kentucky State Col$4.50.
Caldwell and his wife, the
Carter School will have one
team
the
A spokesman for
D. S. Steffen unne:essary hundred per cent membership former Carolyn Garland, daughlege.
said the name of the team they noise, fined $1500 costs $4.50.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
will play was not released to
Out of state travel jumped by
J. D. Cochran, reckless drivGarland of 1623 College Farm
CORRECTION
them.
$172,440 from fiscal 1965-66 and
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4 50.
Road, Murray, hope to be back
This is the first time that
1968-69.
the month of November for
in
any Western Kentucky team
One half gallon of Clorox adThe Seventh and Poplar
a thirty days' leave before goGrocery
at
represented
been
have
will
Johnson's
in
vertised
Happy Birthday to us yesterday. The Murray-Calloway County
ing to Puerto Rico in the month Church of Christ is collecting
ad today at 49e, is incorrect, of December.
wearable clothing and non-perWe're 31. Got a card from our Library has added several spec- the state tournament, the team
said.
the price should he 39' for
granddaughter who is six weeks ial books to their collection in spakes.man
A-1C Caldwell, a 1966 grad- ishable foods which will be sent
The Bank of Murray and the
one-ha if gallon.
old this Friday.
uate of Murray High School, to the hurricane ravaged areas
recent weeks. These are books Peoples Bank of Murray are
attended Murray State Univer- along the Gulf Coast.
given in memory of deceased
Jimmy Ford has joined Wal"Columbia Gem of the Ocean" persons by friends and relat- the sponsors for the team. They
sity before joining the United
Home canned item cannot
refers to America. And the ives who wish to contribute a will buy shirts for the team lis Drug as a pharmacist accordStates Air Force in August of
Five Calloway County men
and
matel
the
be accepted in this collection,
for
rooms
pay
ing to officials of the local drug
name honors Columbus who dis- more lasting expression of sym1968.
while at Lexington.
since they cannot be packed were inducted into the Milted
firm.
covered the land mass on this pathy.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cald- sufficiently well to prevent
States Army on Monday, acMembers of the team are
Ford comes to Murray from
side of the world.
well have just returned from breakage. Canned items, and cording to Mrs. Gussie Adams,
Some of the books are "Cre- Bessie Perry, Devene Perry,
Paducah where he has worked
visiting their son and wife in packaged items will be accept- executive secretary of Local
ative Carving", Rainbow Book
,
Fellow says women's skirts to- Of Children's Poetry" and "En- Lana Woods, Devene Higgins, as a pharmacist for the past
California.
Ann
ed since they can be packed Board No. 10 of the Selective
Joann
Lois
Hunt,
Woods,
years.
three
day are at a point where they cyclopedia Of Children's Parteasily. Food items will be ship- Service.
Smith, Carolyn Walls, Mary
He is originally from Lynn
ies", given in memory of Mrs. Ann
ped throughout the area and
The men were sent by bus
Doughday, Sue Stone, Su- Grove where
graduated
he
(Continued on Page 16)
Vernon Stubblefield, Sr. Others san
church officials said sturdy
Nanny, Shirley
Wilferd, from Lynn Grove High School.
are: "After Your Heart Attack'
packaging would be necessary.
Margaret Summers, Becky Ed- He is a graduate of the Uniin memory of Mrs. Carl Stout, wards,
The church will do all the packMary Beth Carrico, Bar- versity of Tennessee College of
and
Mr
of
son
Lee,
Robert
"Shakespeare's Sonnets" in me- bara Nell Bolen, Linda
ing of items.
Waugh, Pharmacy and has been a pracRoute
Murray
Lee,
Earl
Mrs.
mory of Mrs. Riley Miller and Sylvia Carrico, and
Diane Hen- ticing pharmacist for the past
his discharge
contribute
may
Anyone
Six, received
"Silver Antiques" in memory dricks.
ten years.
from the Marine Corps on June Ithese items for the use of hurof Mrs. P. 0. Henry.
The
Murray
team
Mrs. W. E. (Irene) Collie of
played
United Press International
He is the son of Mr. and
13 completing a three years' ricane victims and may take
A card is sent to the family
three games last week winning' Mrs. A. R. Ford of Lynn Grove,
1014
Payne Street, Murray, le
monthirteen
with
tour of duty
them to the educational buildupon request of the donor stet a
doubleheader from Brewers and is married to the former
641A, Vanths being spent in Vietnam.
ing at the rear of the auditor- a patient in Room
KENTUCKY-Variable cloud- ing that a book or painting has and a single
from Mayfield. Pansy Dick of Mayfield. The
Nashville,
Hospital,
After receiving his discharge, ium where they will be pack- derbilt
iness today and partly cloudy been bought and placed in the
Monday's game was rained out. couple has two daughters, Ter N
Tenn.
weeks'
six
a
for
18
June
church.
left
he
aged by the
to fair tonight and Thursday. library. A name plate is then
The Murray woman entered
esa Ann, four, and Marla
vacation touring many of the
Items will be accepted by
Widely scattered showers east put in the book with the name
the hospital on Sunday. She Is
Renee, age six and one-half
countries in Europe.
the church Thursday through
this morning and widely scat- of the person in whose memexpected to undergo back surmonths. They attend the ColLee is now at home in Mur- Saturday.
tered thundershowers over the ory it is given. Usually books
gery.
lege Church of Christ.
ray.
Jimmy Ford
state this afternoon and even- are chosen relating to a subing and again on Thursday. ject or category the deceased
Slightly warmer today
with person was interested in. Titles
highs mostly 80s to near 90.
(Continued on Page 16)
Slightly cooler most places tonight with temperatures in 60a
The Elders of the University
to near 70. Not much change
Church of Christ have invited
Thursday.
Greg Nevil of Dallas, Texas to
serve as the new Associate MinKentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 356.7,
ister for the Church. He will
up 0.3; below dam 302.6, up
assume his responsibilities on
0.1, no gales open.
September 1, 1969. Nevil atBarkley Lake, 7 a. m. 356.6,
tended York College in York,
up 0.2; below dam 309.6, up 7.4.
Nebraska before transferring
Sunrise 6:17; sunset 7:42.
to Harding College in Searcy,
Moon sets 11:21 p. m.
Arkansas, where he received
his B. A. Degree. He is to reFIVE DAY FORECAST
ceive his M. Th. in August from
Harding Graduate School of ReBy United Press international
ligion in Memphis, Tennessee..
KENTUCKY - Temperatures
The new minister will be priThursday through Monday are
marily responsible for the youth
expected to average 2 to 4 deprogram at the University Churgrees below normal. Highs of
ch. Ills office will be located
84-90 and normal lows of 81in the University Christian Stu81). Not so warm near the end
dent Center at 14th and Olive
of the week.
Boulevard.
WHERE IN THE HECK ARE WE?- About thirty sea gulls showed up yesterday
lot, apparently looking for something to eat. The gulls are thought to have flown
Rainfall is expected to total
Greg and his wife Kay, who on the parking lot behind Tom's Pizza Palace on the north side of town, apparent- ahead of Camille looking for a safe spot. Since all Is quiet now, they will probably
is also a graduate of York and ly blown In by Hurricane Camille. The gulls were gathered on the wet parking
one-half to one inch occurring
make the return trip to the Gulf Coast for a more normal habitat
Harding Colleges, will live at
mainly near the end of this
Staff Photo by Ed Collie
Greg
Nevli
1626 Hamilton Avenue.
week.
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Seen&Heard Kirksey Club Participates In $411.
Around
Kentucky 4-H Variety Show
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Land Deeded
To Board Of
Education

Jerry W. Caldwell
Promoted By U.S.
Air Force

Dr. And Mrs. Sparks
Attending Council

.
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Carter
For Membership

Women's Softball
Team To Play In
Tourney On Friday

Clothing And Food
Is Collected For
Hurricane Victims

Books Given
To library

Jimmy Ford Now
At Wallis Drug

Five Men Are
Inducted In
U.S. Army

Robert Lee Now
Home From Marines

Mrs. Irene Collie
Hospital Patient
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&

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES Bible Thoughtfor Today

X.0
1 41AIP

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Inc.. ConsolidaUon of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
Therefore, brethren, stand fast, and hold the traditions which'
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian.
ye have been taught, whether by word, or by our epistle. January 1, 1942.
II Thessalonians 2-15
143 N. 4t1 Street, Murray, Kentucky EMI
Steadfast actierence to time-honored standards of decency wc
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISICER
solve most of the social problems that distress us today.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beet
Interest of our readers.

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1809
Mecham Ave., Eltmphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y..
Stephenson Bldg, Detroit, Mich.

liksm -1%
%it.‘c-r%
',benne' 4
Channel 5
Channel
WEDNESJAY EVENING PROGRAMS

Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranamlaslon sa
Second Class Matter

I

IN LAOS TO GIVE
UP "NEUTRALITY'
AND ASK U.S FOR
TROOPS TO HELP
FIGHT RED FOE

CHINA

WEDNESDAY - AUGUST 20, 1969

HAINAN

12
1

Boomerang

THURSDAY

:r ISLAND

DOUG
01

Mrs. °Nair has obtained 27,000 signed letters
protesting the Bible reading. from space, and plans
to present them to NASA headquarters, along with
a request that the men be publicly censured for the
act.
Her actions have spurred a program called
"Family Radio Broadcast" to ask the Christian
public for 100,000 letters commending the
astronauts.
Persona wishing to write such a letter may
address it to NASA Officials, care of Family Radio,
San Francisco, Cal., 91434.

THURSDAY

12
.
I
I

AFTERNOON

2

4
C
•

THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
-00 News; Wthr ; cbts. News; Wthr ; Sports News; Wthr.: Sots
Flying thJri
Animal World
:30 Daniel Boone
That Girl
The Prisoner
• oo era hie! Boone
The
Bewitched
Prisoner
I
:30 tronside
•
Movie:
This
Is Torn. Jones
9
:00 Ironside
"The'drove Bulls"
This Is Torn Jones
0,- '30 Dragnet 1St
It Takes a TSief
O
:Oft O. Martin Presents
Wei. '
Goldellggers
It Takes a Thief
7 • - 30
Movie
00 News; *Mr ; Sports News. Wthr • Sports New,: Wthr i SoorIS
n
li/ :30 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Shaw Munson Outdoors
1 :00 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show Movie:1 :30 The Tonight Show The Mery Griftin Show "The Night Walker"
'Movie
The Joey Bishoo Show
e
0

1
i
12

The Joey Bishop ShOW
The Joey Bishop Shoo/

1

"We swam through the front window when the water got WI'
to about a foot from the ceiling and we started holding on to
the chimney. Then the house broke away from the chimney
and we threw ourselves on the roof again to grab hold. The ADULTS 95
house started to float away to the rear of the lot. All we could NURSERY 2
do was hang on flat as the house began tearing loose. We AUGUST 18, 1969
hung on until 6 o'clock in the morning before we dared get off."
ADMISSIONS

Hospital Report

LEDGER

TIMES

Kentucky's 212 school districts were allotted more than sixtyone million dollars in state funds to finance the minimum foundation program for the coming school year.
Rev, Layne Shankling is the evangelist at the Sulphur Springs
Methodist Church revival and Rev. Dennis Knott is evangelist
at the New Hope Methodist Church revival.
The Murray-Calloway County United Fund Board made plans
for the coming drive at the meeting held on August 18.
Mrs. Bob Cook, president of the Hazel School PTA, announced
her committees for the coming year.

ry, Murray; Miss Terry Billington, Rte. 2, Murray; Billy Hamlin
5062 Frankie Ln., Memphis, Tenn.; Lloyd Wilkinson, Rte, 4,
Murray; Mrs. Margaret Morton,
Rte. 1, Murray; Thomas A. Barnett, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. Mary
Balentine, Rte. 3, Murray; Joe
Master Joseph M. Lathan, Jr, Pritchett, Dexter; Master Joseph
Rte. 1, Farmington; Mrs. Erlene Lathan, Jr., Rte. 1, Farmington;
Higgins, Rte, 5, Benton; Mrs. Mrs. Ruby McClain, Rte. 1, LynnBrenda Young Wyatt, Rte.1, Mur- ville; Mrs. Lula Miller, Rte. 4,
ray; Mrs. Carolyn Grenn, Rte. 2, Murray.
Farmington; Fred C. King,301E.
Chestnut St., Murray; Mrs. Ella
Dunaway, Rte. 1, Farmington;Jerry Maness, 310 W. 6th, Murray;
Samuel C. Scott, Rte. 1, Dexter;
Ben E. Johnson, 1001 Vine, Mur- No Jobs to Small or Large
ray; Mrs. Nannie E. Lovins, 1415
to be Appreciated
Poplar St., Murray; Mrs. Eva M.
Free Estimates
McDaniel, 401 North 5th, Murray;
Contact:
Mrs. Kate Perry, New Concord;
Marvin Morris, Rte. 3, Murray;
Mrs. Mary E. Garland, Rte. 3,
Murray; Baby Boy Turner, 104
Williams Ave., Murray.
11144ween MOO a. nt. and
DISMISSALS
500 o. in.
Miss Teresa Carson,1403 Hen-

BLACK TOP PAVING
A. Z. FARI.EY
Phone 753-5502

lrf

20 Years Ago Today

CAMBODI

OUI WHOM
PLEIKU

AMBUSH SERIES
HITS U.S CONVOYS
NORTH OF SAIGON

NHA TANG

FINDING OF 34
TONS ARMS AND
FOOD IN CACHES
AROUND SAIGON
OUTER DEFENSE
RING POINTS TO
BUILDUP•IIT FOE

°TAY NINH
•
-• SAIGON

,_SIHANOUKVILLE
CAI BE

SOUTH
VIETNAM,

it:;-( •

g

FOE MORTAR
BURSTS KILL
14 CIVILIANS
IN CAI BE

Trifari casts your personal
horoscope in every scintillating
sign of the zodiac, to wear for
!uck in many delicious new
forms. Now necks are circled
with slender golden throat-hoops
from which are suspended your
birthday symbol. Or, if a girl's
taste turns to a fine chain
around her neck, she may have it
to wear with her own zodiac sign
dangling from it.

Television Notes
NEW YORK (UPI) - Andy
Griffith and Jim Nabors will
star in separate one-hour variety shows to be telecast pn
the CBS network during the
1968-69 season. Guests on Nabors' special will be Carol Burnett, Debbie Reynolds, Mary
Custa and Vikki Carr.

The ABC network has signed the singing Lennon Sisters
to an exclusive contract that
calls for at least one starring
special and availability for
booking on various ABC variety pr o gr ams . They will
make occasional appearances
on "The Lawrence Welk Show,"
on which they made their de'CB S comedian- Jonathan but in 1955 and were regulars
winters has planned a fishy for years.
summer. In May, he will go
nshing along the MinnesotaPatrick McGoohan, the
Canada border. In June, he will
participate in the Cabo San British star who became popuLucas Classic, an international lar here in the -Secret Agent"
_light tackle angling tourna- series in recent seasons, will be
ment in the Pacific off Baja back on the CBS network beCalifornia. July will 'find him ginning June 1 in a new Britcompeting in the Bermuda In- ish-made one-hour adventure
ternational Light Tackle Tour- series called "The Prisoner."
It will fill the 7:.30 p.m. spot
nament.
Saturdays while Jackie Gleason
is off the air for the summer.
Pr
• • •
"The Dom DeLuise Show" is
. he summer replacement for
Jack Benny will present the
Winters' Wednesday night pro- UCLA library with his personal
trawl. on CB8,Ind sit bows o collection of scripts, tapes, moMay 1. Come ian DeLuise will tion pictures and kinescopes of
be supported by a grew! of reg- his performances during the
ulars and will have fairest stars years.
-Jack Gayer
(qv It week.
•

•

•

•

•

O

Gobel To Star
HOLLYWOOD (UP I)
George Gobel will star in the
national company of "The Im-

MURRAY

Thur. - Fri. - Sat.

• Today thru Sat.
SOARING
ADVENTURE
THAT
LIVES
FOR EVER,

............

\ •
•

,I101.C. C.00

The monster who lusted for
the blood of Nis bridiW

- P -L -U -S
-

Wall Disney's

•

jute

IMISTONEI LEE m

FIEND
umsaiDABLE TERROR

P

R

TECHNICOLOR
lb 'nested W IMAM viSTa INstritadiso Co cc
r wait Disney Productions

Murray Loan Co.
MONEY

HEADQUARTERS
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LEDGER•TIKES FHA

John Anderson Cole, age 88, died yesterday at his home on
North 4th Street.
A Land Reclamation demonstration will be held August 24
at
the BUll Wilson farm, located 1/4 mile east of Stella on the MurrayColdwater Road.
"Molly Martin Shop has on hand the "game that replaces
bridge", "canasta", from the column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray".
Mr, and Mrs. W. H. Miles of Princeton were the guests of Miss
Ruth Ashmore last week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Smoky Mountain Melody"
with Roy Acuff.

OUANG NGAI

PROGRAMS

00 The Noon Show
News: Singing Cony Dream House
:30 The Noon Show
As The World Turns Let's Make"a Deal
--_:00 Days of Our Lice, Many Spiendorecl Thing The Newlywed Game
:30 The Doctors
The Dating Game
The Guiding Light
Secret StormGeneral Hospital
:CO Another World
One Life To Live
The Edge 01 Night
You Don't Say
co Match Game: NewsThe Art Linkletter Show Dark Shadows
:30 The FlIntstones
L:s
oswe
iie
McHale's Navy
heL.,‘.Bevieurcyly HilIbillim
:00 Allen Ludden's
"Duel at Silver
.30 Gallery
:00 Furnmer Afternoon 'Creek"
ABC Evening News
Wells Fargo
-10 hostler Brinkley
CBS Fvening News

230

-

PASS CHRISTIAN, Miss. - George Nixon, 46. who with his
two sons fought for survival during the worst of Hurricane Ca-

Ten Years Ago
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rux
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HET

::11CONTUIN
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By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

BEFAST. Northern Ireland - William Craig. a Protestant
who opposes equal right proposals of Prime Minister James Chichester-Clark, who has called for fair treatment of the Roman
Catholic minority.
"Unless the people of Ulster have a government they can
trod, it could escalate into violence. L for one, am quite sure a
large number would call for their immediate resignation."

DA NANG

8 :0,

Quotes From The News

WASHINGTON - Rep Donald M. Fraser, D.-Minn., attacking the need for a new generation of Poseidon submarine missiles:
-This is nonsense. For one thing, why is the United States.
with an announced policy of retaliation only, interested in hitting
Soviet missile silos?"

MORE GIs
EMBARK
AT DA NANG

REDS INCREASE
HUE PRESSURE

HUE

*CAM RANH

Worshia
Country Journal
CBS News
00 Morning Show
Country Junction
Family Theater
:30 Morniruy Show
Country Junction
00 Today: Wthr
7
Bozo Show
Junction; Wthr
30 Today
dory Show
Captain Kangaroo
Today; Wthr
Bozo Show
• 0 Today
:aotaln Kangaroo_
lion Show
:(11) It Takes Two
The Mike Douglas Show Lucy Show
7 :NI Concentration
The Mike Douglas Show Hazel
'NI Personality
Barbara moor. Show
Andy of Mayberry
10 :30 Hollywood Squares Dick Van Dyke Show
Barbara _ Moore Show
Bewitched
:00 Jeopardy
Love of Lift
Search for TOTOrrOV. That Girl
I :30 Eve Guess

Madelyn Murray O'Hair, the atheist who made
all the fuss which led to a Supreme Court decision
on prayer in public schools, now thinks the Apollo
astronauts should be censured for reading the Bible
in space.

THAILAND

LAOS
•••\

MORNING PROGRAMS

5
6

Reg
Cour

By United Press International
The first oversized adhesive
bandage with a non-stick pad is
available. The pad, two inches
square, is constructed to keep
wounds semi-dry, which most
doctors agree is the best
condition to speed healing.
, (Johnson & Johnson)
** *

HAIPHONG

8

8
9

"The Outstanding Chic Asset of a Community is the
Integrity et its Newspaper"

possible Years" opening April
1 at the American Theater in
St. Louis.

NEW

ROUNDUP

AN 140A

•li,ANCi
PRA BANG

WrIsr.: Sports News; emir ; Spis
00 NeWS, Wthr.; Spts. News
Here Come the Brides
Tartan
_30 The Virginian
Here Come the Brides
Terrain
•
00 The Virginian
Fall Fashion Preview
The Good Guys
.30 The Virginian
•
Movie:
Beverly Hillbillies
Ia,ine Music Hail
''Prince Valiant"
Green Acres
30 The Music Hall
Movie
.00 Porter Wagoner Eh Hawaii Five-0
Kitty Well. Show Hawaii Flve-0
Movie
So.," News; Wthr.; Sports
:00 News; Wthr ; Sots News • Wthr
10 .00 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show Movie'
10 The Tonight Snow The Mery GrlUin Show "The Sands of
11 :00 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show Kalahari"
Movie
:00
The Joey Bishop Shcw
:30
The Joey Bishop Show
The Joey Bishop Show
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SIJBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35, per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $8.00.

WHAVS

Vietnam

,
SENTIMENT GROWS

WEDNESDAY - AUGUST 20. 1969

STAYS o

AT THE

X0v-,
Istr,1

SEET,I3 VI I

• LOW RATES-Beautifully decorated rooms with modern baths,
television, air conditioning.
• FAMILY PLANS - No charge for children under 14 when In
th• same room with parents. If additional room is ne•dod,
single rate would apply for both rooms.
• FREE PARKING in our convenient indoor garage for overnight
guests and Jim Porter Room dinner guests.

• Louisviurs RNEST FOOD in the famous Jim

Porter Tavern,
and th• unique Derby Room. Entertainment nightly in
the
Derby Room. Quick service in the Coffee Shop.

• LOUISVIUFS MOST MODERN CONVENTION FACIUTIES.
G

AND

H

MOBILE

NEW

HOMES

end USED

SEPrvicE ANO PARK RENtAL
HWY g4. ONE MILE EAST OF MURR•Y
OpPICE Pm 753-6685

GiL G HOPSON
HOME Pm 436 5890

JONN ED

GROGAN
753 2985

eoote 'ack

74

••

SEELBACII
HOME OF KENTUCKY
4th end Walnut
lounyille. Kentucky

HOSPITALITY
For Reservotions
15021 5114-4141

COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 Olive Blvd.
- FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-1152

f,
0

*

Executive Shirt Service *

C,
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Reggie Jackson Always Had
Courtesy Drummed Into Him

Sat.
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"1 wanna see who's big
By MILTON RICHMAN
enough to sign in there."
UPI Sports Writer
Jackson pointed to that space
New York (UPI)-.-The one
big thing Reggie Jackson had- on the baseball, where the two
drummed into him as a kid was rows of stitches came closest
together. The top star on each
the importance of courtesy.
He was doing his best to ball club usually feels that spot
practice it right there in the Is reserved for him. As yet,
dugout even though what he nobody had signed his name in
was doing now was a little the space on Jackson's ball.
National League
"DiMaggio or Williams will
unusual for him because he was
East
gave the New York Mets a lesson
By MICHAEL P. QUANE
W
asking somebody else for his sign their names in there,"
L
GS
Pet
In
Chicago
76
kidded.
control but had no such help
Feller
UPI
45
621
Sports
Writer
utograph.
New York
67
2
1
7/
51
561
from the elements as Tommie
St Louis
9
554
67 • 54
"You were before my time,"
54
63
529 12
But Jackson never did get Pittsburgh
Baseball is often calleda game Agee's drive in the 14th sailed
he said, handing a ballpoint pen
4$
Philadelphia
433 27
71
WilTed
out of a windless Shea Stadium
or
Joe
DiMaggio's
of inches.
Montreal
31
311
04
38
and a baseball to Lefty Grove,
West
But for pitchers Juan Marichal for a 1-0 Mets' victory and ruin65
sitting on the Oakland bench. liams' autograph that day. Cincinnati
51
Angeles
53
66
and Ken Holtzman Tuesday it ass ed a masterful performance by
"But I heard about you, how fast Williams wasn't there, and Los
Houston
56
64
more like a game of miles-per- he Giants' ace.
56
63
you were. Gee! I woulda had to Jackson had long since obtained S Francisco
SI
66
hour.
Joe D's signature, Di Mag Atlanta
drag aginst you,"
115
36
In other National League act.
A 16-miles-per-hour wind kept
Grove, now 70, shot Jackson being one of his buddies with
3, Atlanta
Chicago
Los Angeles blanked Philaion,
12
A's.
fly
Atlanta
balls within the
11, St Louis
Cincinnati
one of his patented competitive the
delphia, 2-8, Cincinnati defeated
the
to
5, Houston
back
Pittsburgh
got
he
When
cofines
friendly
of
field
Wrigley
looks.
Los Angeles 1, Philadlphia
to allow 23-year-old Chicago left- St. Louis, 8-4, Pittsburgh bested
San Diego
5, Montreal
"And I," he said, "would've clubhouse, Jackson was asked
York
New
Francisco
5
1,
he
timers
bander Holtzman to record the Houston, 5-1, and San Diego edged
which of the old
knocked you on your ears."
(14 innings)
he
and
most
meeting
fifth
enjoyed
no-hitter in the majors this Montreal 5-4.
Reggie Jackson's eyes grew
Today's Games
Musial.
was
season
it
said
in a 3-0 victory over the
San Francisco
(Perry 154) at Mr*
bigger than a pair of paper
Jim Bunning, making his first
Braves. A long drive in the seven"I always like him," he said. York (McAndrew 4-5), night
plates.
San Diego (Sisk 0-7) at Montaral (Rood
appearance for the Dodgers after
he
know,
You
dude.
th
a
by
was
"He
Hank
Aaron
would
ruinhave
night
6-3),
No longer was there any such
Pittsburgh,comLos Angeles (Sutton 15-11) at Philadeled both the shutout and the no- being waived by
thing as a generation gap was a gentleman and he could phia (Fryman 9-9), night
on a nineBrewer
Jim
with
bined
hitter but the wind blew it back
Houston (Griffin 111-6) at Pittsburgh
between Oakland's 23-year-old hit. I also got a big kick outta (Veal.
hitter in shutting out the Phils.
7-11), night
I
Grove.
and
Billy
Frisch
into
meeting
Williams'
glove
the
at
Atlanta (Reed 114) at Chicago (Jenkins
home run phenomenom and the
centerffeld fence.
greatest left-handed pitcher in heard a lotta stories about 17-10)
Cincinnati (Nolan 3-3) at St. LOWS
Starts Rallies
baseball history, who had 47 them but they were all right, (Taylor 5-1), night
said
In
Grove
Did
what
Lesson
hear
you
Control
years on him. They may have
Cincinnati hurler Jim Maloney
been a half century apart but to me when I told him I woulda
Chicago Cubs' Ken
started three-run rallies with a
him?"
against
drag
to
had
they understood one another
League
American
fifth
the
in
single
a
and
homer
was
Jackson
soon,
Pretty
perfectly. So well, they both
East
and seventh innings as he recor
Pct, 0111
L
W
asked to grant some radio
laughed over Grove's remark.
—
35 .704
ed his fifth victory of they ear for SIGNS AGREEMENTS
Baltimore
85
DIES
SHELLENBACK
question
first
The
interviews.
17
.361
Detroit
51
67
The
incident took place
the Reds, Maloney allowed four
21W
.529
57
64
dealt
Boston
naturally,
during one of those increasingly tossed at him,
60 .500 24
62
New York
MONTREAL (UPI ) - The
NEWTON,
Mass. (UPI)-- runs, including a two-run homer
.504 24W
61
62
Washington
popular old timers' contests with home runs,
by Vada Pinson before giving way Montreal
of the
Canadians
2
1
73 .437 36/
50
Cleveland
overis
thing
began
who
Shellenback,
run
home
Frank
"The
which preceded a regularly
West
the
in
Carroll
Clay
reliever
Hockey
anNational
League
to
looked Minnesota
his major league career as a
49 .595 w72
scheduled game between the -rated," Jackson said. He
eighth.
nounced Monday that they have
49 .581
61
Oakland
it.
meant
with
pitcher
Chicago
spitball
he
if
as
49
A's and Yankees at Yankee
.404 225
71
Kansas City
working
agreements
signed
The radio people asked him Seattle
70 .407 225)E
AB
White Sox, spent literally_ a
Stadium earlier this month.
Manny Sanguillen drove in thr- with the Salt Lake City Golden
69 .105 nYe: 47
California
down.
knocked
being
player,
as
baseball
about
in
lifetime
46
75
.3/00
Chicago
%.
71
Jackson was so excited about
ee runs with a donbte and a single Eagles and the Denver Spurs,
"When a fella knocks me
manager and pitching coach,
Yesterday's Results
seeing such a collection of
and Luke Walker and Joe Gibbon both of the Western Hockey
California
at
Baltimore
he
knows
me
and converted Ted William
baseball greats in the same down, he's letting
at Oakland
Cleveland
combined on a five-hitter to lead League,
better hitter than
.from a pitcher to an outfielder,
at Seattle
Detroit
dugout he didn't even wait to thinks I'm a
the Pirates over the Astros.
5, Kansas City
New York
me
letting
in
He's
70
of
pitcher.
age
the
at
Stuiday
died
a
is
he
Washington
3, Chicago
suit up when he got to the park,
Walker, who started and worked
When
me.
his suburban Boston home.
I, Boston
Minnesota
but dashed out of the clubhouse know he's afraid of
innings, ran his record SECOND ON LIST
seven
down, I like to
Today.% Barnes
after picking up a baseball and they knock me
to
2-3.
Today's Games
then talk to 'em
CINCINNATI --(UPI)- Carol
began getting autographs in his hit one out and
at Oakland
Cleveland (Tient 415i
Winning pitcher Al Santorini
bases." (Odom 14-5), night
the
around
way
my
on
Role
Cameo
'
$3,000 victory Sunday in
Mann's
street clothes.
league
major
first
his
smacked
*
California
at
17-2)
Baltimore (McNa(ly
How about the pressure of IMessersmIth
For Debbie
114)
The first one he went after
'homer and Al Ferrara added a the Southgage Open tournament
continuously
Seattle
(Brogan.
at
so
deal
to
15-6)
Detroit (Lotich
HOLLYWOOD UPI)— Debhir i o-run blast as San Diego snapp- at Kansas City moved her
was Stan Musial and Jackson having
9-9), night
people derNew
Reynolds, who will have a ne% ed a 10-game losing streak at the within $200 of Kathy Whitworth,
York (Peterson 13-12) at Kansas
thanked him after he obliged. with the press and other
City (Butler 6-7), night
video series next season, plays a expense of Montreal. Rusty Staub who finished in a tie for sixth
"He's got some power . ." around him?
Chicago (.109,n 4-9) at Washington (Dos
bad."
that
not
"It's
night
45).
man
cameo role in a segment of,socked his 23rd homer for the there but who leads the Ladies
as
marveled,
the
Musial
Minnesota (Kest 11-10) at Boston (Nagy
"It got to Roger Mans after 8-2)
"Bracken's World."
Oakland belter moved over
Expos in the ninth with a man Professional Golf Association's
awhile," one of the interviewers
list of top money winners with
toward Monte Irvin.
aboard.
Jackson obtained Irvin's sig- said.
Santorini's record is now 5-12. $32,704.
"I'm
not Roger Mans,"
nature and continued down the
Reggie Jackson said.
dugout for more names.
"He has a great swing, but
at I like about him is his
sonality," said Irvin, who
used to hit home runs for the
LIST OF WINNERS
Giants and now is doing such a
good )a in the commissioner's
office. "He reminds me of
By VITO STELLINO
an infield single by Bert CamWillie Mays when Willie first
UPI Sports Writer
NEW
-The
(UPI)
YORK
paneris in the fourth inning- as
came up. He's working so hard
he hurled the Cleveland Indians
to succeed, the same way Willie Professional Golfer's AssociaSam McDowell will never fortion list of top money released
to a 3-0 victory over Oakland
did."
get the day that Ken Holtzman Tuesday
Monday
Gary
shows
Player
night,
In no time at all, Jackson got
-pitched his no-hitter.
Bobby Doerr, Bob Feller, Ralph moving up to third place on his
was
It
the
also
when
day
Mc$20,000 second money at the
The only other Oakland playBranca, Rocky Colavito and
PG A
Ray Dowell came as close as you er to reach base was Sal Bando,
championships.
Robin Roberts to sign their
can
to
headget
the
sharing
Floyd, whose victory in the
who walked twice on 3-2 pitches.
names on the baseball.
PGA was worth $35,000, vault- lines with Holtzman. There nev- McDowell thought he had called
Then he stopped in front of
ing from 14th to fifth. Frank er have been two no-hitters pit- third strikes both times but reFrankie Frisch, who wasn't
Beard retained his hold on first ched on the same thy in mayor fused to criticize Umpire Marsitting too far from Musial.
place with a total winnings of league history. But after Holtz- ty Sprinstead. "The umpire has
"Know what I wanna see?"
$159,562 and Dave Hill re- man pitched one in Chicago Tues- a tough enough time," he said,
he said to Frisch.
day afternoon, McDowell came
mained in second.
'No, what?"
back and allowed just one hitOther Games

Wind Helps Holtzman Record
A No Hitter; Hurts Juan

e

Co isc

Holtzman On His Way To A No-Hitter

Business Established 1874
STOCKS

•

BONDS •

MUTUAL FUNDS

ifIEMBEFt NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE
MIDWEST STOCK EXCHANGE

Stephen L. Yarbrough
206 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
Telephone 753-8611

Sam McDowell Will Recall
The Day of Ken's No-Hitter

In the other games, Minnesota
beat Boston, 8-6, New York topped Kansas City, 5-1 Washington
nipped Chicago, 3-1, Detroit beat
Seattle, 5-3, and Baltimore ripped California, 10-0,
Minnesota boosted its lead
over Oakland to 21/2 games as
Harmon Killebrew hit his 34th
Isomer with one on the ninth to
snap a 6-6 tie. Carl Yastrzetnski hit a grand slam, his third
and 32nd homer of the season,
in the third for the Red Sox,
Yastrzemski is just one shy of
the Red Sox' record of four
slams in one season set in 1919
- by a guy named Babe Ruth.
The Baltimore Orioles continued to bombard the California
Angels as ,Curt Motton collected
four hits including a pair of
homers to drive in three runs
In the Orioles' latest victory.
Mike Cuellar hurled a six-hit
shutout for his seventh straight
win.
He's 17-9.
Snap Tie
Ken McMullen's two-run eighth
inning single snapped a 1-1 tieand
gave Washington the victory over
Chicago. Frank Howard hit his
39th homer for the Senators.
Pitcher Mike Kilkenny singled
in two runs with the bases loaded
In the fourth as Detroit beat Seattle. Kilkenny banged out his hit
after the Pilots intentionally walked Ike Brown to bring the pitcher up,
A- VICTOR in bis first professional
fighir heavyweight Randy Neuman
rtrides to a nedtral corner as his op.
opponent, Jeff Marx, lies flat on the
canvas following a knockout with six seconds to go in +he first round at Madison
Square Garden in New York. Marx

caught a solid right on the chin and
landed backward on the canvas. Align.
the count reached six, the bell sounded,
. because in New
but the count continued
York a fighter can not b. saved by the
bell.
ini T el ponMa

Bobby Murcer's 17th homer
and triples by Roy White Ind
Ron Woods powered the Yankees
past Kansas .City. Al Downing
pitched a four-hitter to earn his
fourth victory for the Yanks.

If you'd like to get around the high cost of living,
we have a suggestion:
Cut down on the high cost of getting around.
And buy a Volkswagen. It's only $133.11
That's around $1200 less'"than the average
amount paid far a new car today. (Leave it in the
bank. More'scoming.)
A VW saves you hundreds of dollars on upkeep
over the years.
It takes pints, not quarts, of oil.

Not one iota of antifreeze.
And it gets about 27 miles to the gallon. The average car (thirsty devil that it is) only gets 14.
So the more you drive, the more you save.
And chances are, you'll drive it for years and
years. (Since we never change the style, a VW
.
never goes out of style.)
Of course, a VW's not much to look at. SO o 101
of people buy a big flashy car just to save face.
Try putting that in the bank.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
111j71.113•11(0

800 Chestnut

••••
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, Mrs.J. B. Burkeen..

Personal Shower
Held Recently For
Miss zetta Hale

C

DEAR ABBY: After almost 35 years, I am thinking of
leaving my husband. There seems to be a big wall between
us. We rarely go anywhere, and when he is home there is
practically no conversation between us.
I don't think I've grown repulsive to look at. I keep
myself neat and clean, and I keep a nice house. II can't even
call it a "home."I
Abby, I have seen retired couples, some in their
seventies, walking arm in arm with such beautiful looks of
affection and tenderness between them that I wonder what is
wrong with us?
We are in our middle fifties. Am I expecting too much?
Or must I continue to be a fixture in our house instead of a
wife? Your opinion, and that of your readers, would be most
welcome.
LONELY WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Tenderness and affection are not "gifts."
They must be earned. And the way to GET is to GIVE.
When was the last time you told your husband you loved
him? [Or have you been waiting all this time for HIM to tell
you?)
Perhaps you've had ft too good? It's a sad fact. but
Illness, problems, and adversity sometimes draw a couple
together. Don't wait for a tragedy to awaken you to reality.
Try to pat a little happiness into HIS life, and it will come
back int* year own
DEAR ABBY: Boy, when you give bad advice, do you
ever give bad advice! I'm referring to what you told
"WENDY," the girl whose boyfriend stands her up about
half the time. The word from you was to "lose him."
Just because a guy doesn't always show up doesn't mean
he's no good. A lot of things can happen to keep a guy from
showing up.
Try being on the guy's side for a change, Abby, and
maybe you will have even more understanding than you
already have.
M. W. R.: TERRE HAUTE
DEAR M. W. R.: I realize that a guy for a girl 1 can
occasionally be unable to keep a date, and unable to let the
ether party know. But HALF THE TIME? Sorry, but the
word from here is still "lose him."
DEAR ABBY: This is for "TIRED OFFICE MANAGER"
who was "amazed" at what came in to apply for an office
job
•
Don't feel bed. When I owned my own business I ran an
ad for a male or female who could make telephone costa&
and deal with the public. The applicants who applied
included:
A 24-year-old male. Handsome, two-years of college, well
groomed. He informed me that his only problem in doing
telephone work was that the "zero" and the "0" confused
him.
A 19-year-old girl, high school graduate. She said the job
would have to include living facilities with ME because she
had informed her family that she would be "living with her
A 32-year-old man. Third grade education. He assured
me that even tho he could neither read nor write he could
"talk real good on the telephone."
And the piece de resistance • A transvestite, collegeeducated, married with two small children. He asked me if
he could perform his duties dressed as a female, and then
change to male attire when business hours were over.
Want to know who I hired for the job? A 15-year-old clean
cut girl who came to the interview with her father. She
readily admitted that she had never worked before but she
wanted to give it a try. She turned out to be the most
valuable employe I had.
Very truly yours,
P. D. IN L. A.
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply write to Abby. Box Moo, Los Angeles, Cal. WM, and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Hate to write letters? Send S1 to Abby, Ben Mee, Les
Angeles. Cal. NM, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
tsr All Occident."

A foot massager that doubles
as a leg, thigh, waist and back floor. A magnetic shield
massager is a new personal care eliminates electrical interference
product. Designed with* high ,with radio and television
and lew speed vibration switch, reception.
(Hitachi Sales Corp. of
the unit has a built-in damper
base that prevents the vibration America, 48-50 34th St., Long
from being transmitted to the Island City, N.Y.)

AUGUST 20, Ins',

Bible Ceremony Is
Held In Honor Of
Miss Paschall

PERSONALS

Patricia Doran Is
Honored At Party
At The Spann Home

Reunion Of Roach
Family Is Held At
Murray City Park

Miss Aliller
Feted With.
Personal Shower

Allergies
Annoying
Afflictions

DAIRY CHEER
SUMMER., ;
BONANZA
of GOOD FOOD

FOR A SPECIAL TREAT

Mrs.N.P.Hutson
Hostess For Meet
Methodist Circle

Alibritten Home Is
Scene Of Party For
Janice Wilkerson

at a

VERY SPECIAL PRICE
Clip the Coupons Below
and Bring to

DAIRY CHEER

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
August 18, 19 & 20th Only

CLIP & SAVE

4

HAMBURGER
.S

11101111111112111•111211111MMINI

Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio
Announces

372' CHILI DOGS
$1.00

REGISTRATION

- •
PRIESTLY MARITAL PROBLEM A court contest is on ia San
Joaquin County, Calif., between this pair, -retired Capt.
Michael J. Machines, 53, a Franciscan priest and former
deputy chief of U.S. Navy chaplains, and Mrs. Beryl Van
Praagh Hauser MacInnes, 45,-a Washington. secretary. He
%'on an annulment oil their secret five-year marriage last
spring on grounds she had represented herself is a widow
instead of a divorcee and continuation of the. marriage
"could' cause him to stiffer loss of his mortal Sold." She
wants the annulment annulled so she will have the 'pt ivi:
leges of the wife of a retired naval officer."

Thursday, August 21, 1969
from 1:30 to 5:30 p.m.

South 9th and Fairlane Drive
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Mrs. Fulkerson Is
Program Leader At
Elm Grove Meet

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Wednandity, Aw.sset 36
An open luncheon will be
Mrs. Walton Fulkerson was the
Miss Zetta Hale was honored served at the Calloway County
program leader at the meeting
prior to her recent marriage to Country Club from 12 noon to
of the Woman's Missionary SociRandy Young, with a personal one p.m. For reservations tall
ety of the Elm Grove Baptist
shower at the home of Mrs. Coy Joe B. Littleton, James Payne,
Church held on Thursday, August
Chad Stewart, or Johnny Mc
L. Hale.
l
ows
14, at two o'clock in the afternoon
The charming hostesses for Cage.
•••
at the church.
the event held on August 7 at sevThursday, August 21
"Committeed Company" was
en-thirty o'clock in the evening
The Business and Professthe theme of the program presenwere Miss Sheila Stations, Miss
ted at the meeting which ,eas opBonita Jones, and Mrs. Genny ional Women's Club will meet
Vernon Wilson of Murray has
at the Woman's Club House at
ened with the group singing "I
Hargis.
been dismissed from Lourdes
Am Resolved'.
For the occasion the bride-ele- 6:30 p.m.
Hospital, Paducah.
• ••
The lovely home of Mrs. Joe
Miss Mary Belle Paschall, briMrs. George Cossey gave the
ct chose to wear a blue bonded
Men's Stag Night will be held de-elect of Jerry Boyd, was honHal Spann on Dogwood Drive call to prayer and read the scricrepe dress trimmed with white
Pierce
Jean
Brenda
Mrs.
of
Alk
self ruffles. Her corsage was of at the Calloway County Costa- , ored with an inspiring White Murray has been a patient at the was the scene of a swim party pture from Psalms 77:1-12,
The president, Mrs. Charla,
white carnations tied with blue try Club at 6:30 p.m. Hosts aryl Bible ceremony on Sunday even- Western Baptist Hospital, Padu- held in honor of Miss Patricia
Alfred Lindsey, Wayne Doran. i.prig„ August 17, at the Sinking
Doran, August 30th bride-elect Burkeen, presided. Mrs. Hilda
ribbon.
cah.
of James G. Weatherly.
Maupin, secretary, read the minThe honoree's mother, Mrs. Buddy Hewitt, and James M.takings Baptist Church,
Mrs. Spann was hostess for utes and Mrs. Harry Shekell,
The hostesses for the occasio
Coy L. Hale, wore a pink dacron Lassiter.
Mrs. Earl Lee returned home
• ••
the party held on Thursday, Aug- treasurer, gave her report. Othwere members of the Young Wodress, while the honoree's mothAugust 12 after Spending a few
Temple 101 Chapter No. 511 'Alan's Auxiliary
of the church o days with her son and family, ust 14, at seven-thirty o'clock in er reports were given and Mrs.
er-in-law to be, Mrs. Robert
Order of the Eastern Star will which Miss
Paschall is presi- Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Lee and the evening.
Maupin led the closing prayer.
Young, was attired in a pink
hold its regular meeting at the dent.
The bride-elect chose to wear
The WMS will have its mission
linen dress. Their corsages were
sons, Jack and Eric Wayne, of
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
for the special party a blue and study program at the church on
The color scheme of green and Benton, Ark,
of pink carnations.
•••
Eric Wayne was white
silk pant ensemble. She Wednesday, August 20, at 7:30
white was used throughout in the born
Games were played with the
on August 6.
Friday, Aeon* 22
was presented a lovely wedding p.m.
decorations. These are the YWA
recipients of the prizes being
The seventh and eighth gragift bLy the hostess.
Miss Nancy Allen and Nancy des of the Calloway County colors,
Others present and taking part
.
Mr. and Mrs. John Workman
Refreshments of pink cham- in the program were Mrs. Alvin
A white linen cloth with white
Brittian,
Country Club will have a Berreturned home Monday after spewatermelon and Futrell, Mrs. Keys Keel, Mrs.
h
ecbau
neop_un
antal
cag
Miss Hale opened her many mudas and Socks Hop at the and green embroidery floaters ading the weekend with their P
draped the table before the altar. daughter,
up 's in a watermelon Marie Shekell, Mrs. Earl Lee,
lovely gifts which had been plac- club from 7:90 to ten
Milburn
Dunn,
Mrs.
p.m.
ed on a table covered with a Each member may invite two On the right of the table was an Mr. Dunn, and daughters, Debor- basket, cheese balls, dips, and Mrs. Tharmie Parker, and Mrs.
crackers were served buffet sty- W. A. Farmer.
lace cloth over pink and center- non-members. The
planning ornate sterling candelabra with ah and Patricia, of Atlanta, Ga.
le from the table centered with
ed with an arrangement of pink committee is composed of Was three white candles entwined with
special candles in the den of the
carnations.
Furgerson, David Frank, Chris ivy. Outlining the table front was
home.
Refreshments were
served Miller, Gene Parker, Tim ivy. On the left side was placed
Recreation included swimming
A new puzzle aims to fulfill*
from the beautifully appointed Shown, Andy Littleton, Gay the YWA emblem and in the cenand relaxing by the pool. Eighteen both the educational and pia!,
table overlaid with an avocado Crass, Beverly Parker, Rhoads ter a large family Bible stood' it
persons were present.
needs of the young child.
linen cloth and centered with sil-* Garland, Beth Wilson, Donna °Pened•
Miss Wanda Billington kept the
Directed to pre-school and
ver candleholders holding three Knight, Cindy Chrisoirui, and
register at the table decorated
tapers each. Cokes were served Carolyn Shown.
kindergarten age children, the
• ••
with ivy and small bud vases at
from the punch bowl along with
puzzles differ from most
the corner. The book was given
Descendants of Mac and Celia
cakes, nuts and mints.
Sunday, August 24
conventional ones in that they
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Miller to Miss Paschall by the YWA Jane Roach met at the City Park
Eighteen persons were present
A new idea in fall shoes feature subjects in three
will be honored on their 50th girls.
in Murray for a potluck luncheon similar to the apparel trends is dimension. Sample: nose and
or sent gifts.
wedding anniversary with a rePrior to the service Gerald on Sunday, August 17.
the use of the same silhouette eyes of a clown are raised above
ception at the home of their Don Cooper lighted the candles. This is an annual affair held for daytime and evening the face but the nose is extended
daughter, Mrs. William Bailey, Rev. Terry Sills, pastor of the on the third Sunday in August achieved with a change of somewhat further than the eyes.'
17th and Main Streets, from two church, opened the ceremony each year.
materials. Sample: a polished A child can touch his face and
to five p.m.
Those present were Mr. and calf pump 'untrimmed with feel the similarity between
with introductions followed by
• ••
the presentation of gifts by the Mrs. Johnnie Roach, „Mr. and emphasis on a pedestal heel is himself and the face in the
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Atkins YWA leader, Mrs. Lynda Cooper. Mrs. Will J. Smith, Mr. and done for day in an off-white puzzle. In addition,
several
will be honored on their 30th Miss Judy Hughes was the organ- Mrs. Larry Harris, Mrs. Clara leather . for evening in satin pieces
in each puzzle are
wedding anniversary with an ist.
Tucker and children, Ricky, Sa- and jewels. A boot look for movable. Once
the youngster has
Mai Shelia Miller bride-elect open house from two to five
The girls giving intangible gif- mmie, Dana Gail, and Tresa, all daytime in a combination of conapleted the
puzzle he can
of Frankie Haneline was p.m. at the Murray Woman's ts for the bride-elect's new home of Murray.
black patent leather and white rotate eyes or wheels, for
honored with a personal shower Club House. All friends
From Kirksey were Mr. and kid is done for evening in cut
and re- were Miss Sandy Hughes, love,
example. This helps develop
on Sunday August 10th at the latives
Miss Wanda Bthington, joy, Miss Mrs. Ohs Roach, Mr. and Mrs. velvet and gold kid.
are invited.
home of Miss Beverly Johnson.
dexterity and perceptual skills.
Rhonda Kavanaugh, growth, Miss Charles Roach and daughter, AnHostesses for the occasion were
Sue Ann Story, purity, and Mrs. gela, Mr. and Mrs. Dale Tucker
Miss Beverly Johnson and Miss
and son, Jerry Don, Mr. and
Ann Roberson, sincerity.
Sharon Sims.
Mrs. John Tucker and sons,RanRev.
Sills
presented
the
white
Miss Miller selected tor the
Bible and the responsive reading dy and Curtis,andJackie Carson,
occasion a brown dotted crepe
, was led by Mrs. Joyce Bowden,
Also attending were Mr. and
dress. The hostesses presented
her a corsage of white daisies.
YWA leader, with responses giv- Mrs. R. C. Byerley and Mr. and
Mrs. John Armstrong of Mayfieen by the YWA girls.
The serving table was covered
The song, "Bless This House", ld; Mr. and Mrs. Herman Roach
with a white cloth overlaid with
was sung by Rev, Terry Sills and son, Randy, of Hazel; Mr.and
yellow net. The serving table was
ctstered with"sa areangement
and his llatlfiter, Laura Dene, Mrs, Luther York of Benton, Mr.
White daisies. •Yitilintr candles
and Mrs. Robert Beach and childwere placed on either tide of the
ren, Mike, Ronnie, Royce, Stearrangement.
Woman's View
4.11t
yen, and Reggie, of Hickory; Mr.
By GAY PAULEY
Games were played and prizes
and Mrs. Kenneth Roach and chiKabob Cookery
were won by Miss Cindy Fuqua
UPI Women's Editor
Zesty beef kabobs can be ldren, Dewayne , Keith, and Karand Miss Beverly Hill.
NEW YORK (UPI)— Medical
cooked indoors or out. Cut Y2 to en, of Chicago, Ill., Mr. and
use the word 3/4 pounds of boneless sirloin Mrs. Jimmie Roach and childThose attending were Min researchers
Miler, Miss Pat Johnson, Miss "hopeful" and "promising" to steak into 11
/
2-inch cubes. ren, Debbie, Jam, and Buddy,
Debbie Barnes, Miss Leta Rose, describe progress in case and Combine contents of
one of South Gate, California,
Miss Beverly Hill, Miss Dana treatment of one of man's most
3
4-ounce
envelope of brown
Harrison, Miss Sandra Hughes, annoying afflictions— allergies.
gravy mix with 1 cup of water, 1
Miss Cindy Fuqua, Miss Valerie
Even so, they carefully point
tablespoon each of wine vinegar
Mangrum, Mrs. Barbara
there ii— as y4s-nothing and cooking
Johnson, Mrs. Diane Britt, and out,
oil and 1 teaspoon
spectacular to report that will of worcestershire
the hostesses.
sauce. Mix well
enable the nation's estimated 22 to
coat meat cubes and
million allergic persons to toss refrigerate
several hours or
out their medications, forget overnight. At
cooking time drain
their watery eyes, eat anything
they want, wallow in pollen or meat, but save marinade. Dry
A delightfully courtesy extendfeathers, and not need to warn cubes well -- dampness retards ed to Miss Janice
Dene Wilkera physician of any previous browning and makes meat lose son, August
31st bride-elect of
reactions to drugs like penicil- juices. Alternate cubes on Edgar L. Howe,
Jr., was the
skewers with wedges of greer Coke party held on
Mrs. N. P. Hutson opened her lin.
Monday, AugMost numerous of the allergy pepper and onion, using one of ust 11, at ten
home on West Main Street for
o'clock in the mornsufferers
hay
desired,
are
fever-asthma
If
include
each.
also
the meeting of the Maryleona
Chestnut Street
Frost Circle of the Women's victims, some 16 million of fresh mushroom caps and cherry
Murray, Ky.
Mrs. B. C. Allbritten and Mrs.
Society of Christian Service of them and most of them bracing tomatoes. Broil 5 to 10 minutes,
for the ragweed or until as done as desired. Turn Michael Holliday were the chathe First United Methodist Chur- currently
to broil all sides. Bring remaining rming hostesses for the special
ch held on Tuesday, August 12, pollen onslaught.
Doctors Experiment
gravy mixture to boil and serve occasion held at the Allbritten
at nine-thirty o'clock in the mo"Doctors are experimenting with meat, and, riee ot noodles. home.
rning.
The program on the "Method- all over the country," says Dr. Makes 2 servings.
ist Church in Brazil" was pre- Paul F. De Gara, who has his
Guests for the informal occassented by Mrs. 13, C. Allbritt- own practice and also serves as
ion were former classmates of
I.
A
new
exercising
device
can
en. A brief discussion followed chairman of the board of the be stored against a wall
the honoree who was dressed
or
even
Allergy Foundation of America.
her talk.
toted along when you travel. It informally for the event.
Mrs. Allbritten also gave the The foundation is a national
Refreshments of melon balls
voluntary health helps firm muscles in much the peach halves, country ham, bisdevotion reading for the first non - profit
manner
rowing
a
boat
does.
letter of John in the J. B. Phi- agency to educate the public
cuits, and Cokes were served
and further research,
llips translation.
from the dining table overlaid
practicable,
patient
(CHARBROILED)
the
would
Substances to which a person
The meeting was opened with
fewer injections. Rather with a lace cloth and centered
need
may
become
sensitive
are
prayer by Mrs. Samuel R. Dodsupershots might do the desen- with a beautiful floral arrangewith
son, Jr. Mrs. Robert Moyer pre- called allergies and reach the
For
sitizing. At present, Dr. Vivera ment.
1
.00
body
through
inhalation,
ingescoupon
sided in the absence of the chairThe bride-elect was presented
said, most hay fever victims
tion contact or injection.
man, Mrs. Lillian Graves.'
with two pieces of Clubaluminum
least
at
one
injection
need
per
De Gara says much research
Mrs. James Diuguid read the
even more frequenlly if as a wedding gift from the hosminutes and called the roll. A is going on through a process month,
tesses.
heavy pollen year.
card of sympathy was sent to called electrophoresis, by which it's a
CLIP COUPON
Fred Martin, new campus mini- the various components of the
ster, following the death of his blood can be "split up," An
allergist can determine whether
brother in Vietnam.
In September an election of that particular blood in___
chairman will be held and nam- say, in one or more comed to the nominating committee ponents, or if there seems to be
were Mrs. Dwight Chrisp, Mrs. too much, and so subtract.
New Allergies
B. C. Allbritten, and Mrs. WillMost allergists with whom I
iam Britton.
with
For
Announcement was made of the talked said there are new
coupon
Officers training day at the Dex- allergies cropping up simply
ter-Hardin Methodist Church and because so many new things
that new program'booklets are are coming along to which the
In the church library. The Mary- body over-reacts— whether it is
leona Frost Circle, Mrs. J. W. penicillin, the lifesaver that
CLIP COUPON
Stuart, leader, will present the also can kill if the person is
program at the September gene- allergic to it, other drugs,
detergents, cosmetics, hair
ral meeting.
Eight members and one guest,., lotions, new chemicals.
Even so, the problem or
Mrs. Goldia Curd, were present.
allergies'is_ wtnountable, says
CLASSES IN: TAP - BALLET - ACROBATIC Dr. Arsenio- Vivera, of New
MODERN JAZZ and TOE.
Sweater soft is the key York. There is new hope
for
AGES 4 AND UP
with
expression in defining Chester relief
among hay fever sufferFor $1000
Weinberg's look for day and ers as scientists seek to purify
evening this fall and winter. even further a pollen
extract
Detail in the art of dress-making used for injections against just
For Further information
abounds. Throughout the
what is causing the problem—
Phone 753-4647
collection, pants showed up as allergy
to pollen.
essential parts of many outfits.
-111111111110- wallas
If and when it becomes
41=1"°' -0111•110-

Tenderness'
can be earned!
By Abigail Van Buren
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OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

FOR YOUR SIPPING CONVENIENCE
WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

BEL-AIR SHOPPIN CENTER

FRYERS

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Ram
STEAKB 880
FRYERS

Ready To Go

WHOLE

BARN BM Q

RIBS
/.
FRYERS(
SANDWICHES

Breast 59
Legs 49c
Thighs 494

Beef
Pork
Ham

Lb.980
Lb.590
5/$1.00

1/4 PORK LOINS

Le. 33t

FAMILY PACK

Le. 64 •

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

RUMP ROAST
POT ROAST
SWISS STEAK
R0 NTRY FRY STEAK
COU
WIENERS
i ICESCHWIGER
WHI
P
,
NT
KE ATO CHIPS
POT
CORN FLAKES
TOWELS
poT PIES
BONELESS

LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

LB

98t
79t

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

LB.
880

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

SALAD DRESSINGIZESTEE

OT.

39t

COOL

PICKLES

Sweet
HEIFETZ Cuke Sliced PT. 390

klY

Limit One

COFFEE

BISC-1:1

ITS

QT.

TOPPING

8 OZ. CAN

MORTON

18 Oz. Box

NORTHERN

SPAGHETTI

Chicken, Beef, Turkey

Lb. Can G5

SHOWBOAT

CANS

88

itsf5SCREAM
ES
GRAPES

Each

JACK SPRAT

ROLLS

MORTON

All Grinds

FOR

FRUIT COCKTAIL
ALL FLAVORS

i
i
FRi
EiA
e
D
ANG

GAL.
590

BAG

LB.

59

LIBBY

3 LB. BAG

250

0
lb

19

16 Oz. fmA
CAN LUI.o-

BANANAS
GOLDEN RIPE

YELLOW

ONIONS
.

CANS

12 Oz. Pkg.

Twin Pac

FOLGERS OR MAXWELL HOUSE

SHOWBOAT

HYPE PARK

HOSTESS

;E

B
84 BUCKEYE PEAS
490
LB-390
390
"Can
46ze $1.00
.49 TOMATO JUICE
38 CR
EAM
$1.00
PI
ES
2$Z
$1.00

Le.

All Meat

AT

keeday

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And

LB.
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Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI)— Investors may coy more for stocks if
they wait for the dust to clear,
-but those who purchase too
soon will have uncomfortable
moments, said W.E. Hutton &
Co. This market demands
considerable patience and waiting; investors in recent years
have grown accustomed to
getting quick results from the
stocks they buy, the firm said.
--Monetary policy, as determined by the nation's money
managers, holds the key for
stock prices in the near term,
according to Argus Research
Corp. In view of the gravity of
the inflation problem, it is hard
to see how the Federal Reserve
can afford to risk an easing of
the money squeeze anytime
soon, the firm said.
—
When the market becomes
convinced that interest rates
have peaked out and are
beginning to slide and investors
begin to feel that money will
rather than tighten
loosen
further, then the market will
begin to discount an economic
upsurge in l970, said Piatihe
Co. A more aggressive accumulation stance is warranted
periods of market
during
weakness, notwithstanding the
latest international monetary
news, the firm said.
--The Federal Reserve's super
credit crunch, if continued for a
few more months, is believed
likely to trigger some degree of
business recession, said Walston & Co.

Centennial Scrapboo
k
foist.Back 111

immortalized by Elegy Written In a
Country Churchyard. "The boast of heraldry, the
pomp of pow'r./And all that beauty, an thatwerealth e'er gave,/
Awaits alike th' inevitable hour,/The patna of glory lead but
to the grave," are among the most-quoted lines in English
poetry.
Edgar Lee Masters, born in 1889, is immortalized oy lyrical
epitaphs inspired by a cemetery in Midwestern U.S.A. One
of the 250 in his Spoon River Anthology, published in 1915, is
among the most quoted American verse. It serves, in a sense,
to immortalise Ann Rutledge. She is represented in Masters'
epitaph as the youthful inspiration of Lincoln's subsequent
humanity and chat1ty.
Masters' conception was fostered by William H. Herndon,
Lincoln's onetime law partner at Springfield, Illinois, who
claimed that back in New Salem, Illinois,. years, Lincoln
"loved Ann Rutledge better than his own life," that he loved
her "with all his soul, mind and strength." That when twentythree-year-old Ann Rutledge died, Lincoln "slept not . . . ate
not, joyed not, but his mind wandered from his throne . . .
walked out of itself."
Herndon made this assertion after Lincoln's death—after
Lincoln's marriage for 23 years to Mary Todd, and fathering
of her four children. And in disregard of the fact that Lincoln
proposed marriage to another New Salem miss, Mary Owen,
before the marriage to Mary Todd.
Closeness of Lincoln and Ann appeared to have been confirrnedopubstantially by "discovery" in the 1920's of a
cache
of letters and a diary dated in Lincoln's New Salem
days. Besides letters presumably penned by Lincoln,
there
were letters of a Mathilda Cameron and a Sally Calhoun,
assumed friends of Ann, with a diary in Sally's name. How
all
were proven to be hoaxes is detailed in a new book, The
Historian as Detective, edited by Robert W. Winks, published by
Harper & Row.
CLARK KINNAIRD

Special stamp

TOENSBERG, Norway (UPI)
- A special stamp will be issued
y the post office to honor
oensberg, Norway's oldest city,
when it celebrates its 1,10(4
anniversary in 1971. The stamp
will show the city's ancient seal
dating back to the Middle Ages.

lel

Ill
Ill
hi
Ill

"Who Was Who In America"•
has Aug. 23, 1869, as birth.
date of E. L. Masters [t]
at Garrett, Kansas. He gave
up law practice for poetry.
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Our Already Low, Money-Saving Discount Prices!

FLUNKED A, B. C Mrs. Jane
Andre ponders I osing her
$18,000 - a - yea. engineering
supervisor job at General
Dynamics in Pomona. Calif.
because She advocatid a noImissierc day for the 2,200
‘vomen working there. She
declined to pose with a brassiere because she said she
wants comfort, not publicity.
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Clement Family
Injured Friday
In Acddent
A Puryear minister and his
wife and daughter were injured
in an automobile accident near
Somerville, Tennessee late
Friday evening.
Rev. Frank L. Clement, wife
Ruth and daughter Betty Ruth,
were at an intersection when a
car ran a red stoplight. The result
was a head-on collision.
Clement bumped his head on
the windshield and received
stiches in his head and was
released from Methodist Hospital
in Memphis.
His daughter, Betty Ruth, who
was driving the car, had cuts and
bruises, other lacerations and
was released from the hospital.
Mrs. Clement suffered a
broken cheek bone and underwent surgery yesterday
morning. Her brother, Frank
Aden of Paris, reports that she is
'recovering nicely and is in room
T305 at the Methodist Hospital.
Clement and daughter Betty
Ruth are staying in Memphis
with another daughter, Mrs.
Carolyn Boehm, until Mrs.
Clement is released.
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OUT FOR A DRIVE--President Nixon follows Walter Annenberg, U.S. ambassador to Britain, to the golf cart on Annenberg's private nine-hole course near Riverside, Calif.
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German sells titles
and consular jobs

Pound Can

TENDER SMOKED

GERBERS STRAINED

SHANK PGR.

4% OZ. Jar

LB.

-.411111111111.-

cause the authorities won't accredit my consuls doesn't mean
By WERNER ZWICK
they are phonies—lots of counMUNICH, Germany (UPI) — tries will.'
Weyer insists he is in the
Tired of being plain "Mister?"
Would you like to have a title— clear, legally. "I just sell titles. I
say, Duke, or Count? Or, per- don't guarantee accreditation
haps more modestly, would you is his argument.
The prosecutor's office is not
settle for a "Doctor" before
so sure. But a spokesman adyour name?
Hans Hermann Weyer is the mitted: "It is extremely difficult
man who claims he can fix you to get evidence for an indictment
since the people who buy these
up—for a price, of course.
Weyer, tall, dark-blonde 29- things hate to confess they are
year-old, says he was the middle- victims of their own vanity."
man in selling the 16th century
certificate of a German family a
baronetcy to an American buyer
for $288,000.
Does that make the American
a baronet? "It's up to him if he
wants to claim he s a baronet,"
BOSTON (UPI) — A new
Weyer told an interviewer. "Per- hobby-art, grave rubbing, has
haps he bought the certificate prung up in communities north
just for personal satisfaction." of Boston. A grave rubber tries
But Weyer's most lucrative to capture on paper the inscripbusiness flows from the infer- tion as well as the craftsmaniority complexes many Germans ship and design of old gravehave over their lack of a doctorate. stones.
The complexes are real enough
Prof. Peter Akin of- Northin a land where even the wife of eastern University started grave
a doctor of business administra- rubbing because he enjoys art
tion is called "Frau Doktor," but never thought he had
"Of course 1 won't turn any enough talent to be an artist.
grocer into a doctor—he
He says "tracing _gravestones
t be at least • wholesale in the manner that I do makes
Weyer said with a wink. me some kind of artist."
But for 50,000 marks($12,000)
His neighbors asked him to
I can get him a doctor honoris display his work at a church
cause (honorary doctorate) from that exibits work of many local
renowned universities in East artists. In fact, enough people
showed interest that Akin conand West."
ducted "a clinic for 22 persons.
College degree
A stone may take only 20
For those dissatisfied with a
mere "Dr. ilk." Weyer has an to 30 minutes to rub but it
ace up his sleeve. He said an also can take up to 30 to 35
American "college of divine hours, depending on the amount
metaphysics" will supply him of detail Akin wants to capwith a 'real" PS.D. (doctor of ture.
psychology) for customers pre* * *
pared to pay extra.
As Weyer tells it, he got into
the business of selling titles— Emphysema toll
NEW
YORK (UPI) —
and consular jobs, too—almost..
by chance. It started in 1963 With the death rate from bronwhen "my friend" Bolivia chitis and emphysema showing
President Victor Paz Estenesoro an increase of approximately
nine times in the past 20 years,
Rade him a corm!.
"Soon I was helping others this health problem is one of
become consuls and it occurred the,country's most alarming, acto me this thing had commercial cording to Robert M. Cooney,
C.P.T. coordinator of inhalation
possibilities," Vt eyer said.
Weyer branched out into the of the Catholic Medical Center
"doctorate business" just as the for Brooklyn and Queens.
At the present rate of inMunich prosecutor's office began
investigating his "consular busi- crease, approximately 180,000
persons will die of the disease
ness."
"It's disgusting," Weyer said in 1983, according to Cooney.
of the investigation. "Just be-
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HEART MAN DIES
The
world's longest surviving
heart transplant patient, Dr.
Philip Blaiberg. 60, died 594
Ivo n ft er receiving the
ieart of a not her man, in
Ovate. Schisur Hospital.
Clpe Town. South Africa.
Ht Is shown during a temporary relapse in 1968
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The Most Famous Basket
In the Worlde

With This Coupon-and $5.00 Or
More Additional Purchase. Ciggs.
and Tobacco Exc.
Void mfter August 26, 1969

For $
1
50 TREASURE CHEST STAMRS 50

3 lbs GROUND BEEF
Of 3 Lbc. GROUND BEEF.
Void A fter August 26, 1969.

100 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 100
With This Coupon And 53.00 CrMore Purchase From our Drug
RACK.
Void After August 26, 1969.
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By LOUIS CASSELS
I MAX-PLANOGINSTITUT I
SMITHSONIAN
WASHINGTON (UPI) Of TOKYO
INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY OF TUBINGEN
Parochial school enrollment,
GEOLOGICAL SWIM
steadily downward in recent
Of CANADA
!UNIVERSITY OF BERNE
years, is expected to register
GENERAL
,
_
ELECTRIC CO.
another substantial decline this
UNIVERSITY Of
fall.
Of OREGON•
MINNESOTA
VIN
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
M I T
OF FINLAND
The National Catholic
Education Association estimates
Of
UNIVERSITY
HARVARD
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
that 4.9 million students, at
UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN
MENLO PARK, CALIF
most, will return to. school at
LONDON
YALE
Catholic elementary and high
COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY OF
OXFORD
,achosIs.
CHICAGO
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
CAMBRIDGE
flise_t compares with
PRINCETON
5,033,
•LkwatNa RADIATION
-ea the 1968-69 Wlocil
CARNEGIE
ILLINOIS INSTITUTE
NEWCASTLE
LABORATORY
year, and 5.,2156.,QL00i the
INSTITUTION
Of TECHNOLOGY
EDINBURGH
1967-68 school
DOUGLAS MICRAFT
SMITHSONIAN
The number of parWeVal
MANCHESTER
INSTITUTION
)))
schools also will shrink by at
KENTUCXY
16 DIE IN BUS CRASH--The broken heap of a bus lies beside
ROYAL
UNIVERSITY
least "a coliple of hundred,"
INSTITUTE
a house in Stanhope, Eng., after it plunged over an embankSPACE
UNIVERSITY Of _
GODDARD
OBSERVATORY
1110040LOGY
NCEA spokesman forecast. Last
ment and carried 16 persons to death.
CALIFOENSA
FUGHT CENTER
year, there were 10,406 Catholic
GEOLOGICAL
GEOLOGICAL
elementary schools and 2,181
INSTITUTE
SURVEY
RESEARCH CENTER •
County Road Aid and Rural high schools.
ATOMIC ENERGY
Across the country, Catholic
Secondary programs which he
RESEARCH
schools are closing, consolidating
MANNED
ESTABLISHMENT
formulates. He also is respon- or cutting
:
KRAFT
HOUSTON itsow
back enrollment
UNIVERSITY
arm
sible for the Division of Rural because of serious financial
RICE
— -Roads.
troubles.
UNIVERSITY
HOUSTON
In
the
past,
the
low-cost
labor
James Apple serves as the
RECEIVING LAB
of teaching nuns enabled
Commissioner's executive assisCatholic schools to operate with
tant. He supervises various in- modest tuition charges. But in
ternal affairs of the Department recent years, there has been a
and meets with road delegations sharp drop in the number of
concerning road requests on nuns available for teaching duty.
As a result, Cathblic schools
highway improvements. He also
have had to hire more and more
undertakes special assignments lay teachers. Last year, for
the
ceiving Laboratory in Space Center, Houston, Tex., I and England. More than 100 scientists were seSHARING THE MOON—Samples of the Moon.*
for
the Commissioner and at- first time, lay teachers
Produced By
surface collected by Apollo 11 astronauts are
to these universities and laboratories in the U.S. and
lected by NASA to conduct experiments on lunar
tends all staff meetings and outnumbered nuns in Catholic
Office of Public Affairs
to be shipped after quarantine at the Lunar ReJapan, Canada, West Germany, Switzerland, Finland
samples. Investigative areas are listed at top.
schools.
Kentucky Department of Highways other meetings with or in the
Since lay teachers cost foui
1
absence of the Commissioner.
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
Elliott Glasser sells tektites - and Antarctica. Some of the
to six times as much as nuns.
Cut and polished like Gasser said his clients include
The Office of Public Affairs
bits of natural glass believed to oldest (estimated 50 million precious stones, the Thai tektites NASA.
staffing charges have soared.
works closely with the Commis- And attempts to raise tuition
come from meteorites, asteroids years) have been found in Texas. come out looking like
The newest ones, a mere few coffee-colored glass.
or cossets hitting earth.
sioner's office to keep the public have run into strong resistance
* * *
PEPARTMENT
thousand years old, are found in
one
maybe
to
sell
used
"We
informed of the Highway. De- from Catholic parents.
Scientists agree that tektites
Australia.
them
a
hundred pounds of
ORGANIZATION
In the Archdiocese of New
come from outside earth but
partment's activities and progGlasser imports his tektites
year," he said, mostly for
York, for example, cash
have disagreed on whether they
ress.
The
office
prepares sally operating
NEW YORK (UPI) - While inexpensive jewelry, paper from Thailand, where they are are formed from meteorites, Title switch
A well-ordered chain of comcosts increased from
of
south
floors
news
jungle
on
found
releases
and
scientists
features
are
poring over the weights and such. Then came the
under $55 per pupil in 1958 to $156
mand is a necessity in running a
asteroids or comets as they enter
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
moon rocks brought to earth by Apollo space program. From the Bangkok.
and
melt in the earth's MGM has switched the title of
9,000-employee, $400 million the direction of Director Bruce per pupil in 1968, arid are
match
a
much
of
aren't
They
Apollo
11,
anyone
can
buy
past
the
over
increase in business
Hadley, an experienced news- expected to rise to $379 pet
atmosphere.
its new suspense drama from
organization efficiently.
pupil in 1972. By that time, the.. other bits of space rubble. A few months, Glasser said, "I bet for precious gems, but they're
Study of the rocks brought "Hush-A-Bye to "Don't You
man.
pebble
much cheaper. Most are
It takes an able, intelligent
New York parochial schools will man who sells them says we sell 10 tons this year."
home by Apollo 11 is expected Cry"
which
stars
Rom)
The Department is also for- be running $30 million a year in business is booming.
man at the top who-can weigh
Tektites are found on every size although they have been to help provide an answer.
and Donald Houston.
Schneider
pounds.
18
large
as
as
found
Manhattan
stone
importer
America
the
red.
South
except
continent
information from numerous
tunate to be drawing on the
The Chicago Archdiocese
sources and arrive at a sound and
talents of three retired service- projects an $18 million annual
just decision.
deficit in the next three years
men.
It takes a staff of top flight
unless tuition charges are hiked
M. C. Hartley, Jr., a retired substantially above the present
assistants who are well-acAir Force major, is director of ceiling of $100 a year for
quainted with their assigned
the Office of Personnel. In the families with one child isa
areas of the Department's operaAir Force, he was assigned Catholic schools and $150 a year
tions.
numerous
personnel duties. for families with more than one
It takes reliable employees
child enrolled.
responsibility for
These
included
who are conscientious in the
Catholic leaders say there is
A4 no hope of bailing out the
performance of their duties a transport base at HickamTort
parochial school system solely
realizing the trust that the public Hawaii, and for the 314th
Carrier Wing, Sewart AFB, Ten- through higher tuition
has placed in them.
payments.
It is this. type of organiza- nessee, which was rated the best
"Unless the federal
in
the
Tactical
Air
Command
at
tion, professional and efficient,
government and the state
that the Department of High- that time.
governments comrforward with
Harold F. Leatherby, a re- more aid, we cannot survive,"
ways is striving for.
Commissioner of Highways tired Air Force lieutenant says Msgr. James C. Donohue,
education director of the U.S.
Eugene Goss, who has been in colonel, was chosen executive Catholic Conference.
director
of
the
Office
of
Conhis current post since March, has
He warns that withholding
reorganized the Department in tract Services. He is one of less public aid "will spell not only
order to strengthen the chain by than five per cent of Air Force the end of the private school
system as we know it, but also
giving command of day-to-day personnel to receive comprehenfinancial chaos in the public
sive
training
in
the
procurement
decisions to his assistants, apschools as well."
pointed a task force to study and contract management cycle.
If all of the 4.9 million
ponn Adrian, a retired Army parochial students were dumped
Department policy and recommended extensions of the merit lieutenant colonel, has been ap- on public schools, it would add
pointed head of the Depart- billions of dollars annually to
system that were approved.
their cost of operation and also
Under the Commissioner, ment's equipment and proper. would necessitate large building
the Department naturally divides ties. Colonel Adrian was director programs to accommodate the
into two sections-the adminis- of maintenance at Letterkenny sudden, sharp expansion of
An unbeiteveabie fabric buy . . . just in time for Back To School Sewing! Brand New Fall Cotton
many
tration segment supervised by Army Depot in Chambersburg, enrollment in
communities.
Prints, importe dfrom Belgium, in a large assortment of colors and prints. Don't miss this senthe deputy commissioners and Pa., before coming to the HighWith this spectre as their
the technical province of the way Department.
most telling argument, Catholics
sational Back To School Cotton Buy!
The youngest director is
engineers supervised by the state
w_aged major campaigns in the
Frank Holscher, 25, of Toll legislatures of 26 states this year
highway engineer.
Facilities. Over the Fourth of for public assistance to parochial
Following in the chain of July weekend, S2,12,773.90 was schools. The biggest victories
command are the directors of collected in tolls on-Kentucky's were won in tbanecticut and
the Department's nine adminis- six Parkways. This money is Rhode Island. Both enlisted laws
- patterned after on which
trative offices and the assistant used to pay off bonds issued to Pennsylvania adopted
last yealstate highway engineers; the divi- finance construction of the turn- under which the state will pay
sion heads and district engineers; pikes.
part of the salaries of parochial
the assistant office directors and
The only woman director in school students who instruct
assistant district engineers, and the Departmem is Mrs. Nancy students in secular subjects.
The constitutionality of the
the staff, foremen and crews of Phares, who supervises the DiviPennsylvania plan now is being
the Department.
sion of Highway Purchases. It is challenged in the courts by
Administration of the De- her job to coordinate purchases Americans United For
partment includes all the myriad by the highway districts and to Separation of Chtirch and State,
details of dispersing money, ensure compliance with pur- a predominantly Protestant
organization which opposes use
materials and manpower chasing regulations. Some of the of public funds for religious
throughout the Commonwealth items she purchases are stone, schools.
for needed maintenance and slag, asphalt, guard rails and preconstruction projects.'
cast concrete bridges.
Union Agreement.
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - A union
Deputy Commissioner for
Other offices in the DepartAdministration Billy E. King co- ment include the offices of fiscal agreement has been reached
between the Lutheran
ordinates the administration of management, computer services,
Church-Missouri Synod and the
all of the divisions in the High- management services and general Synod of Evangelical Lutheran
Every yard, every bolt first quality! ever before
way Department.
counsel.
Churches.
agreement,
the
the
Under
Doug Harnice, Deputy Com- •
111C h fine quality, such beautiful prints at such a
21,589-member Synod of
missioner for Engineering,
Evangelical Lutheran Churches
low, low price! Be there when the door opens, Thursgathers information, makes
will become the SELC District
policy recommendations and
of The Lutheran Church
day, for the Cotton Fabric Buy of the Year!
His mistake
carries out special assignments
-Missouri Synod this fall.
STE1NKJAER, Norway (UPI)
The action is subject to
for the Commissioner pertaining
The Polish seaman who went
ratification by this year's
to engineering.
ashore. with a couple of bottles
conventions of the two
Deputy .Commissioner for of vodka hidden in a bag will churches. An eight-year interim
careful
the
more
he
next time
Rural Highways John Branham he tries to sell his illegal
204 W. WASHINGTON - PARIS, TENNESSEE
moon- period is provided between
coordinates requests for rural shine to Norwegians. The first
effective date and
road improvements with avail- man he approached prompt!) consummation date, during
able funds and,, sees that legisla- arrested him and confiscated the which time either party may
liquor.
was the local chief withdraw from the
tive intent and Department poliagreement on
of police
a year's notice.
cies are carried out in the
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By JACK WOLISTON
NEW
YORK (UPI) From the ditty bag:
Dead heats are not unusual
in races of any kind over short
distances, but it's certainly remiirkable when two sailing craft
competing over 2,750 miles of
the Atlantic Ocean finish in a
tie. But that's how the yawl
Foolscap, owned by Arthur B.
Hanson of Baltimore, Md., and
Runn, owned by Michael Berner
of Finland, finished the recent
Newport, P.I., to Cork, Ireland,
trans-Atlantic race. Both had
clasped times of 18 hours, 22
minutes and 53 seconds. On
corrected time, Foolscap was
ahead by 19 seconds, although
finishing sixth in the competition for Class C honors.
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t-heQarden of

EVERY ITEM
GUARANTEED
TO PLEASE
•
11/1 1

MU MATCH!
We combine low prices with-Sri-le qualitN THE QUALITY,i
YOU CAN'T BEAT
- for your complete Satisfaction
THE PRICE!

•* *

C ENERGY
(ARCH
USWINT

Walking through our garden you'd swear it had
lust rained. Every single food is dewy fresh and
crackling crisp as though it had just been picked. Wel, pretty proud of this department and
we know you'll be just as proud to serve these
foods, because .. . they're The Freshest in the
Garden of Eatin'.

The Coast and Geodetic Survey of the Department of Commerce has announced publication of a new small-craft nautical chart covering New England's
rugged coastal waters from Boston to Portsmouth, N.H., a favorite area for sport and conimercial
fishermen.
About
100,000 small recreational craft
are registered in the area.

I

* * *

Ot were sets on lunar
:ed at top.

clients include

A new film, -What's UP
Down Under? is being offered
free of charge for group showings by Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N.Y. The 20-minute,
16mm fdrn concentrates on
every aspect of Australian water
sports and shows some exciting
shots of the thrills and spills
involved in surf boat racing.

BETTE

Entry deadline for the second
annual Invitational Schooner
Race sponsored by the Marine
Historical Association of Mystic.
Conn., has been set for Aug. 30.
There will be three classes, based
on modified Off Soundings Club
measurements, for the Sept 6
race - Class A for racing schooners carrying racing canvas; Class
B for large schooners carrying
working sails only, and Class
C for small schooners corning
either type of canvas.

air

Orange & Grape

DRINK

TO BROIL

or

PIES Peach

Fc). 79e
•
I
gge‘
WAGON STEAK _ _
Frosty Acres
ORANGE DRINK
2 F°R 39'
ty
BABY LIMAS
io 2 F°A 49e I
WAFFLES
- 6 oz

o4ino°ARM041111W04M1.•0ioNt.0....0411w 0
.IIM.0-egis•0.4En.04FisiooiRlIO.0411110.011111
1144111.04111.•olMID.o411W0in.04msik.0ini,0

Field's Worthmore
Sliced -

i
69(t WIENERS 49f 1
Armour's

i

1 -lb. pkg.

All-Meat

g

12-0z. Pkg.

ACO
N
r

oins.0imp.04....0Aim.0imp.0 in...0 yap.0
imp°4.1.0.01.0410.0oAm.!so4mr.0imp.0imp
0.amo0

Fresh Dressed

I

lb. avg.

Fresh Lean

Frosty Acres

BAMA

APPLE JELLY
is 0,
29'

-

- 5 oz PL!

I

303
BUSH

690I

lb

11.Fdi

1043z Pkg#

2 PoR

Size

TURNIP
GREENS
2 for 25e

A

Pure Vegetable Shorten

ing

0'

19
CRISCO
14190c
oieF&FEhternrr,.c!.(czs 2$/
3-11). can

lb
04E1104INI.
•
I 0041=0.0411•111.04110.0
0 0•6

Bush- # 303 can

Pie

Instant

46 Ounces

CRYSTAL

iiELL PEPPER
CELERY
CARROTS

each

0

WHITE LIQUID DETERGENT - -

49

5`'

MICHIGAN

F0

Large Size

25°

FRESH TEXAS

Background
on 'Lassie'

lb.
Pkg.

10°

Large Twin Pak
Van Camp

PORK & BEANS # 300,in

WHITE COBBLER

POTATOES----

Grade "A" Medium

29°

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)5 Lb. Bag
Dog owners whose pooches 1
Doz.
°
spend much of their day chas- V
County
ing automobiles need not be em39Bento
'
Ai
s r P
IC
ItKLE
quart 39°
harassed .lassie, television's celebrated canine, once chased cars
FLAVORED
4-10. bucket $1.19
For a pastime..
Flavor
Owner Rudd Weatherwax and
Instant Low Calorie el
his brothers opened a kennel in
Ims Angeles during the 1930's
t
o
to train other people's dogs ,and
Size
their own.
0114mw 04010.0.4=.•0•mim•04mb.0imo04118,0impo4mov.04=0.04w.04mt.04.0.040,04no•0.aw 04IM c 410
.
"This collie chased cars," / a.'°411
'
()4111W°
'
40
.wims.011=1.0411Mis
Weatherwax recalls, "and this
man brought him in to have him
cured, The man didn't' care
much for the dog-he didn't
Conveniently Located to
even come back, just phoned
and said to keep the dog for the i Downtown Shopping
bill."
! Plenty of Free Parking
When MGM decided in 19:19,
Eric Knight's novel,
11/111
Friendly, Courteous Service
.iosile Come Ilome," the collie
with a fetish for fenders became
SUPIR MARKET
the highest 'paid and most renos lied dog in entrainlllllcid
o4/0mama4.0.o
04..
history.
,04•1111.0.O.I.041111.10041111P.
01 111
'
l)4
"MO°
.M°
.
41 11P°111
.
"
1
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EGGS

CHIPS -

HONEY

3•

LIPTON TEA 5

79'

SYRUP _

APPLE PAN DOWDY COOKIES -

I

I

I

1

CAKE MIX

CHOPPED

First Cut

79(1

41E11.0INI/004IIIIIII.04NEW 041=004=1.04=•0.4111M•0.=•041•100.4111*.

i

SWANSDOWN

.MID.0411110 o4VIND.0.M...,
IN -

1 Center Cut

°

Acres

.

1

1 RK CHOP

Things to remember: If you
are involved in a boating accident on the navigable waters of
the United States you are required to identify yourself and
your boat to any injured person or to the owner of damaged
property. You must file a written accident report if there is
loss of life or injury to a person causing incapacitation for
more than 72 hours or physical
damage to property in excess of
S100.

OL

0imp.0.IIMP.0• i

8oib.
Meaty
Lean
.

I Baking
Spare i0 Beef
I Hens 3901 Ribs )B690
.,_. ._,i. .Patt
,_.0.1. ies
. . .,)
5 to 7

Apple --

thalc
iellt

Fresh Lean

PAN. FRY

if/1041,11

Morton

I

The world's largest assemblyline yacht will be unveiled by
Pacemaker Corp. in September.
The new 65-foot motor yacht,
costing close to $200,000, is
described as an "ocean-going palace." It features three spacious staterooms, plus crew
quarters, and can sleep eight! Lean Meaty
persons. A large main salon,
which includes a complete dining room, is done in Mediterranean decor, with rich walnut
and mahogany paneling, fine
lighting fixtures and black
smoke mirrors.
* * *

.COMEMINC gPEC/AL

;
I
Grou
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190" Chuck ,b790,.
Liver, 290 l
!

19
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9

Sliced

FOR

7 A.M. TO 9 P.M. i
6 DAYS A WEEK j
i

1.1.°411111."411.
"
11111
.
4141119i0.1111ft.0in'0..1...0.4....0 )
imp.0
0-amp 0in.0ipup.040.0.11m1.
0.41IIM 0411,0•4=o.0.4=R•0
i
TRY OUR SEASONED,
Fresh
READY

* * *

"Americans are in for the
best decade of boating they have
ever
known," James
R.
McQueen, president of the National Association of Engine and
Boat Manufacturers, told a rent Meeting of marine industr
presentatives. "The boating
industry stands at the threshold
of the 1970s prepared to provide
better boating products, services,
and facilities to a growing boating public."
* 5*
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PADE TEN

PAO,

TV
NEW YORK (UPI) - Bob
Hope isn't one to forget a reliable old property. Thirty-six
years ago he had his first big
Broadway role in the Jerome
Kern musical,"Roberta."It opened the door to his success. Hope
rill use the show as one of his
NBC video specials for the new
season. It will be aired in November. The program will be taped
in performances Oct 6,7 and 8
on the stage of the Bob Hope
Theater at Southern Methodist
University. Another who Ircame
a big screen and television star
played a jazz band musician in
the original "Roberta" -- Fred
MacMurray.
*

*

LADIES JEWELRY

1 GROUP SLIPS

COTTON SLIPS

Values to
$2.00

Special - 2 for '1.00

PANTY HOSE

LADIES SCUFFS

6
OUR $3.6
VVONDERBUYS!

Regular $1.2

Special '1.66 pr.

NAT GO ad.c•
TENSE ARE TM DRESSES
YANA TIRES Mt
tEl SCHOOE 4 STYLE
AND
WE SPENT HAT M EACH
I GOT TO NAVE $O MOT
INAT S
MAR
TO
THINGS
EXCITING NM
PUNOS WILE 1
GAY STRIPES EXCITING
...NICAEINt
PRINTS MINI LOTS OE
RONALD
INTEREST OM IMAGINATION
NV F
INTO THEIR GMAT KW ECOM
ENOUGH Of
LOH MICE HERE NOT
ONE NM
A HAIM SURPRISE-EACH
PERMANENT MESS
THE norm Of
SAYS
LAME
ICEAd
THAT
MAIM 1.10.1
HI WU
MISS IS $0O MU MOH THEY
PERPECTLY
It
TO
7

Sale 88* pr.

HAND BAGS

LADIES HOSE

Straw, Leather, Patents

Reg.'6.99 - Sale '5.00
Reg. '5.99 - Sale '4.00
Reg.'4.99 - Sale '3.00
Reg. Value
to '8.00 - - - Sale '2.00
Reg. Value
Sale 11.00
9.99
Reg. Value
Sale 12.00
'4.99

Regular 4W

Sale 2 pr. 88*

/4,14\
s-- •i--

Special - /
2Price
1

Reg. '5.00 - Sale '2.00

1 TABLE BRAS
-‘ Special 50*
Girdles _ _ _ _ '1.00

GIRLS SHORTS
LADIES HATS
Special - 50* & '1.00

Reg.'4.00

1 Group Throw Rugs

BRA SLIPS

Special - '1.00 &'2.00

GIRLS SLACKS

7 to 14
Reg. $2.49 & $3.49

- Sale KIS

Reg. $3.50 & $4.00

- Sale $2.1111

GIRLS SKIRTS

Reg. $4.50

Reg. '4.99 - Sale '2.00

Sale '1.88

*

Southern California' s graduated football star. 0.J. Simpson.
who is scheduled to start his pro
gridiron career this fall, will have
a guest star role in one of the
e_pisodes in the new "Medical
Center" one-hour drama series
on the CBS schedule. He will
play a halfback who is stricken
at the height of his career.
Jack Gayer

DOUBLE KNITS
Up to 7r Wide

WIGS
100% Human Hair
Case - Head - Inch

100% Wool & 100% Dacron

Special'26.00

Special '1.99 yd.

- 3 Days Only -

1 GROUP DRAPES

Large Selection

Values to $8.99

SUMMER COTTONS

Sale '1.00 to '2.00
I

LADIES

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

otS

PINS - EARRINGS - BRACELETS

*

*

The Young Americans singing
group, which has appeared on
numerous television programs
since being formed in 1962. will
get a video special of its own
to be aired on the ABC network
during the new season.
* * *
Voodoo in a modern setting
is the major element in a new
dramatic serial called "Strange
Paradise" that has been produced
for the syndication market-The
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and three American television firms are behind it.
*

CRAZZY BARGAINS-GOOFY PRICES- EXPLOSIONS SAVINGS!

One Group

It is good news that Rose
Marie, who was so funny during
the long run of the Dick Van
Dyke television series, has signed
for "The Doris Day Show" as a
regular during the coming season
on CBS.
*

..•• 3 DAYS ONLY Sale Starts Thursday, 9:00
OPEN FRIDAY TILL 8:00

Fl
One Group

*

*

Hot Dirity
Back-To-School

(Belk

NOTES

BEST SELLERS
(um

\

BEDSPREADS
Special '3.87

Reg. $1.00 yd.

THE LOVE MACHINE - Jacqueline
Summon
PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT 401.-Mario Puzo
VIGIM
THE
A STRAIN
THE ANDRO
Michael Crichton
ADA OR ARDOR - Vladimir
Nabokov
THE GOODBYE LOOK - Row
MacDonakl
THE PRETENDERS - Gwen
Davis
EXCEPT FOR ME AND THEE -

Sale 2 yds. Mt

81=RHOUSE-FIVE Kurt Vonsepit,Jr.
BULLET PARK - John Cheerer

Assorted Sizes

ALUIsigiquv WlieFtE

Your Choice

10* ea.
Pitchers _ _ _ _ 54* ea.

LADIES

SPRING COATS
Reg. $40 - Sale '18.00

Plastic Garbage Cans

-Sale $3.18

PANTIES
Special - 4 pr.'1.00

CH IL DR E MS

CHILDRENS

KNIT TOPS
• lomi.o..*
•

Reg. 6W

Sale mu

CHILDRENS

5

- - Sale $1.54 yd.

Reg. $1.99 yd

GLASSES

Special 50*

7 to 14
Reg. $5.50 to $899
Reg. $9.00 to $10.00

Sale 2 yds. $1.44

(Ossignal by Pbbirbars' Weekly)

One Group

GIRLS DRESSES

Reg. $1.99 & $2.49
Reg $3.00 & $3.49

-.1111

amkrs-rang woo .11

MISSES' CLASSIC
MOCCASIN SLIPONS

SALE

5.80

Sale 77e
- Sale $1.66
•

20 Gal. - With Lid

Special - '1.66

Cotton Panties
Special!!
4 pr. for '1.00

Sale '1.00
CHILDRENS

SHORTS

DRESSES

Special - 66* pr.

WIN.*
goo NH %mom SComul Homo.
...mom
,maio GM MVO MO. Poolool
osol MINH • mooN
Mow - omrodmo 000
Moor mole MOINN
oo SHAH of mow
"NAM ompoilm Moo LAMM mooM S.
loo *a Me o4
•••• b414.10 rob oof
MOIM end. dm. No mom • HomoNOMI
•Whei ipAL Ire me« m ••15 AAA. HA.
l.0
A.

3 to 6X
Reg. $2.50 to $330

CH IL DR ENS

3 to IX

Usually 8.00

SLACKS

BOYS SHIRTS
Reg.-11.99 - Sale '1.00

Size 2 - 16

Reg- $2.29 to $2.49
Reg. $3.99 to $7.00
Reg. $8.00 - -

SEM 77*
Sale $1.88
Sale S2.211

BOYS PANTS
Reg. '2.88 - Sale 11.00
Reg. $5.00 - Sale '3.88

- Only 4 to Sell -

*

*

*

Comeback
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Cass Daley and Gil Lamb wil
make a comeback appearance in
Ilal Wallis' "Norwood" which
stars Kim Darby and Glen Campbell.
* 4*
Whitman in 'Portrait'
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Stuart Whitman will star in "A
Spanish Portrait" for Cinema
Eilms, a movie-for-televisiotr.
*
To fdm 'Plata Suite'
HOLLYWOOD
fieuduae.11ie
411.ww3
film version of Neil Sinion's
Broadwai hit, ."Plaza Suite."
.
(or P.ir.iniotint Pictures.

4

Belks

LADIES SUITS

BOYS SHORTS

3-POSITION

RECLINER CHAIRS
Reg.'85 - Sale '44.88

sp.ts tto $45.00
Sale'15.00

Reg. $4.00 & $4.50 - - - Sale $2.88

Reg.

CUT

Sale $1.88

Reg $3.50

BOYS

SPORT COATS
Reg. $10.00 to $12.99 Sale $5.00
Reg. V2.99 to $22.50 Sale $18.10

FRUll
GAR D

HIEN
MORT

Ladles

All-Weather Coats

One Rack

Reg. $14.00 to $20.00

LADIES DRESSES

MENS SUITS

MEN'S

Sale '8.00

Dacron 8 Wool

SPORT COATS

Rag. $26.00 to $40.00

Sale $31.88
Reg. $60.00
Reg. $37.50 to $45.00- Sale $15.01

Sale 310.00
Ladles

NASA Film
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Columbia Pictures has assembled
8 mm film footage of the Apollo
II mission from NASA to be
sold for home movie projection.
• * *
Sheriff Bridges
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Lloyd Bridges plays an antiviolent sheriff in "The Silent
Gun." He accepts tbe taW enforcer's job on the condition
that he will never be called upon
to use his gun.

FROST

FROZE

nimaialue

THE KINGDOM AND THE
POWER - Gay Tactic
JENNIE - Ralph G. Martin
THE PETER PRINCIPLE - Laurence
J. Peter and Raymond Hun
ERNEST HEMINGWAY - Carlos
Baker
THE MAKING OF THE
PRESIDENT 1968 - Theodore
H. White
BETWEEN PARENT AND TEENAGER - Dr. Haim G. Ginott
AN UNFINISHED WOMAN Lillian Hellman
THE MONEY GAME - Adam
Smith
THE JOYS OF YIDDISH Leo Raskin
THE 900 DAYS - Harrison
Salisbury

FROZ

Blouse & Knit Tops
Reg. $3.00 to $4.00 - - Sale
Reg. $5.00 & $6.00 - - Sale
Reg. $7.00 to $8.00 ----Site
Reg. $10.00
Sale

Reg. $ 5.00 to $ 7.00

Sale $2.110

Reg. $ 8.00 to $10.00

Sale $4.08

Reg. $12.00

Sale $5.00

Reg. $14.00 to $16.00

Sale $7.00

MEN'S

DRESS SHIRTS

$1.011
$2.00
$3.00
$4.00

PANT SKIRTS
Reg. '6.00 - Sale '2.00
Reg. $9.00 - Sale '3.00
VEST
Reg. $ 8.99 Sale '3.
Reg. '14.00 - Sale '4.
LADIES PANTIES
Special 18* .r.

Reg- $23.00 to $24.00 Sale $HIA

Sal '2.88
WEAR SLACKS MADE
OF PERMANENT PRESS

LADIES SKIRTS

Special

Reg. $6.00 to $8 & 19 Sale $3.01
Sale $2.00

)

$488

MENS SLACKS
Reg. $7.011

Sale '3.88

1 GROUP MEN'S

SPORT SHIRTS
Reg. '3.00 - Sale '1.00
Reg. '4.00 - Sale '2.00
MEN'S SLACKS

RICH1

SI

Chdi

Reg $5.22

Sale '3.88
G IAN

MEN'S

LADIES SHORTS
Reg. $3.00 tto $5.00 - Sale KR
Reg. $6.00 to $9.00 - Sale $2.08

WALKING SHORTS

LADIES SLACKS
Sale WOO

Reg. $3.49

LADIES JEANS

Reg. $3.50 to $4.00

Sale $1.88

Reg. $3.99 to $5.91

Reg. $4.50 to $6.00

Sale $2.88

Sale '1.00

Reg. $6.99 to $8.99

Sale $3.38

Reg. to $14.00

Sale $4.011

1 GROUP PANTS
Reg. $6.00 - Sale '1.00

Short and Long Sleeves
Reg. $4.00 Perma-Press

Beg. $18.00 tto $22.00 sale $8.00

Reg. $7.00 & $1000

Reg. $35•- Sale '12.00

T.V.

••
.........

BOYS LOAFERS

1-saisum-

•.

4 to 6 ___

2 to

31

•

SWIM TRUNKS

1 2 Price
/

V2 Price

MENS SHIRTS

LADIES SHOES
Special _ _ _ '1.00 pr.
Special _ _ _ '2.00 pr.
Special _ _ _ '3.00 pr.

•

Value to $5.00

Sale '1.88

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL!

SWIM SUITS
LADIES
Reg.'10. - - Sale '3.00
NYLON PANTIES-Reg- 413. Special -3 for'1.25

MEN'S

$6.88
-14.811

1 GROUP
CHILDRENS

SHOES
Special - $1.00

JACKETS
'18.0,11‘,Sale 15i:00
Reg.'110.00 - Sale '4.00

KR AF

f
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FINE FOODS FOR FINE FOLKS
OPEN Ill 9 P.M.
FIELDS

LOIN

FRESH

PURE

WEINERS 550 PORK CHOPS PORK LIVER GROUND BEEF
1
LB. 59
LB 390
lb

Lb.

BEEF......TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

litreTfi*

FIELDS SMOKE D

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEIN

ROUND
STEAK
990

ROUND STEAK
LB.
GREEN GIANT

SAL AD DRESSING

AUTY

toilATOES 2/350

PICNIC
HAMS
B 45C

Swifts

69C
DIXIE BELL

SUNSHINE

MISS GEORGIA

CRACKERSib 1DC

OATME
AL
MIC
H
PEAS
PEACH
ES
COOKIES HUMES .2/490
WHIP
Grapefruit Juice31t
22 0, 115
2/400
390
No. 303 Ca

UNSWEETENED MOON KIST

NABISCO

No. 2 1/2 Can

5 FLAVORS

46 oz

qt.53C

FROZEN FOODS
FROSTY ACRES

CUT CORN

FARM FRESH PRODUCE
CANNING
BAG

11/4 lb.

FROZE N FOODS
APPLE & PEACH

20 oz.

FRUIT PIES

39
3/84

GARDEN DELIGHT
2 lb.

FRENCH FRIES

33t

MORTON

TN. DINNERS (ALL EXCEPT HAM)

39;

RICHTEX
PETER PAN

COLONIAL
BREAD
SEAL TEST

LB. 14

LEMONS
LETTUCE LARGE HEAD
CELERY

4/$1.00
ICE
-CORN

1 1/4 lb.
LOAF

Bu $2.99

PEACHES
BANANAS

doz. 29C
each
Stalk

19C
1 0C

DEERWOOD FANCY

SHORTENING
TOMA
TO
JUICE
,
33
3 lb.49 PEANUT
Cbarmin Tissue BUTTER MILK
PINEAPPLE35c
ROLLS 390 45C gal.390
TIDE AJAX SEGO CLOROX SOAP JELLY BABY FOOD
15C 69C 2/490 1,2 gal 49t
390 4 a 2/15C
"trench Dressing :.GATP OLEO FLOUR PICKLES D06,FOOD COFFEE
I HUNTS

CREAM STYLE OR WHITE YELLOW

DEL MONTE

SLICED OR CR USHED

12 oz.

GIANT

DE TER GE NT

1/2

ALL FLAVORS

No. 303 Can 5/$1 MOO

JERGENS

WELCH

No. 2 Can

GER BERS STRAINED

GRAPE

Bath Size 1 Ot

GIANT

DEL MONTE

16 oz

9

39C

14 oz.

DEL BROOK

20o.

ALABAMA GIRL
YUKONS BEST
PLAIN OR SELF-RISING DILL CHIP

10 lb.

SUNSAINE

FOLGERS

950 220 39025lbS1.99 $135
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Trio Denied Bond
On Murder Charge

Popular Records
BY WILLIAM D. LAFFLER
NEW YORK (UPI) — Psy- Blue" by Della Reese, an, Amchedelic music has made an pex eight-track stereo cardozen
impact on the youth market tridge presents an even
perbecause the young people get blues songs by a veteran8612).
former (ABC ABM
Involved with the sound.
of
4 . But this is nothing new. Op- "Floyd Cramer Plays Class
"
eragoers involve themsehres in '67" and "Country Classics" by
• music when they interrupt a Floyd Cramer are spliced to- Verdi masterpiece to cheer at gether to form an excellent
the conclusion of a well-sung reel-to-reel tape (RCA Victof
TP3 5042
aria.
Those who listen to "12
.
Smash Hits" by the Enoch
Light Singers (Project 3 PR
5021 SD) are likely to find
themselves involved, too, but
not with the wild abandon of
a teen-ager at the Electric Cir- SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
cus or a middle-aged gentle- (UPI)— A top U.S. scientist said
man at the Metropolitan Optoday it may take months to
era.
determine whether an attempt
ofSingers
Light
The Enoch
to tame Hurricane Debbie was
good
of
fer only a program
it
sing
successful.
popular music but they
Dr. Cecil J. Gentry, director
with such enthusiasm that the
stuthe
National Hurricane
in
is
the
he
of
feels
listener
Laboratory, spent
dio instead of his den, living Research
room or wherever his record 151/2 hours in the air Monday,
player may be.
directing the bombardment of
iodide
Fine musicianship is an im- Debbie
silver
with
portant factor in the makeup particles.
,
of this exciting disc and the
_.s&
.4
The silver iodide, dropped
to
''Ode
them
•
songs — among
by five
canisters
1,040
from
Away"
Billie Joe," "Up, Up and
U.S. Navy jets, was expected to
damage was estimated at more than $250 minion after
and "Theme from 'Valley of
BILOXI, Miss. — At least 50 perms were dead, 200,000 home lees and
moisture in the
a 600-square-mile area of the luab Gulf Coast. Ism the
smashed
States,
the Dolls— — are familiar to freeze the
United
the
of the Hurricane Camille worst storm ever to hit
the Buena Vista Hotel
of
those who keep up with popu- warm cloud walls
ruins
the
are
Biloxi
was
that
rubble
the
nd
of
enough foregrou
lar music. But add to this the hurricane, generating
superb sound which Enoch cold to drop the storm into the
Light has perfected through Ocean.
his inventive techniques and
Gentry described the experyou have something that is dis- iment as an operational success
but said the scientific results
tinctive and different.
might not be known until
than
more
done
has
Light
.
December
inrecord
any individual in the
He said scientific data codustry to find a better sound,
which
in the opinion of this reviewer. llected by the 13 planes
He will not release a record un- flew in and around Debbie as it
less it meets his requirements, churned towards Puerto Rico
regardless of the cost that may would have to be studied at,
have been put into it, and his great length before any concludemands for good sound are sions could be reached.
uncompromising. This Is why
Gentry said further seeding
this new record by The Enoch of Debbie may take place
Light Singers deserves to be Wednesday. The experiment is
called to the record collector's sponsored by the U.S. Weather
attention.
Bureau and the Navy.
Selected Singles—"The Look
eilletmce•
of Love" by Sergio Mendes &
Brasil '66 (A&M 924), "We
SENDS MILITAR
Call on Him" by Elvis Presley
(RCA Victor 47-9600), "1:Jp to
MANILA UPI - Military reinMy Neck in High Muddy Wa- forcements were sent today into
ter" by Linda Ftonstadt & The
Province, about 80 miles
Stone Poneys (Capitol 2110), Tarlac
Manila, when Communist
of
north
Alan,
by
Follow"
"Not Born to
shot to death eight
guerrillas
Httk
Price (Parrot 301), "Anything"
- including four Philipppersons
Anithe
and
Burdon
Eric
by
ine marines - in weekend terrormals) (M-G-M K13917).
ism.
Tape Deck—"On Strings of

May Take Months
To See If Debbie
Was Tamed

,
os
LD
Eop
ThreeMAY F1j

s,
Aug.u lt9h —

charged with murder in connection with the death of a 17-yearold Mayfield youth, are in the
Graves County jail today after
waiving extradition in Metropolis, Ill., Monday.
An examining trial has
been set for 10 a.m. next Monday before Graves County
Judge Dick Castlemen. The trip
appeared before the judge this
morning at which time the
hearing date was set and bond
was denied all three youths.
The trio is charged with the
beating death of Wayne Lindsey,
610 James Road, at Hicks' DriveIn, North 7th Street, Sunday
night. They have been identified
as Jackie Surrett, 18 and Robert Winn C on de r and Dennis
Lewis, both 19.
Lindsey, the son of Mrs. Ruby
Wilford, was pronounced dead
at 11:10 p.m. Sunday by Graves
County Coroner James Mills. A
post-mortem examination in Paducah Monday revealed Lindsey's death was due to a cerebral hemorrhage. The only cut
an Lindsey's body was a gash
above the right eye.
Sheriff Wayne Carr said Lindsey had been sitting with a girl,
later identified as Conder's wife,
in a booth at the drive-in restaurant when the other youths
tapped on the window and motioned for him to come out.
Witnesses told the coroner
that Lindsey was beaten about
the face and stomach after he
emerged from the drive-M.
Lindsey was quoted by witnesses as saying he didn't know
the girl was married. Carr said
the girl told him she had informed Lindsey that she a n d
Conder "had broken up."
The three youths were returned to the Graves County
about 1 p.m. Monday after the
extradition heanng before Associate Circuit Judge Carl Smith.

They had been arrested earlier
that morning by members of the
Massac County Sheriff's Department.

Benton Man
Waives To
Grand Jury

to kill.
The charge was filed Monday
against Dulane Carroll, 1300
Elm St., in connection with the
shooting of his estranged wife,
Mrs. Patricia Carroll.
Mrs. Carroll was wounded just
above the heart by a .22-caliber
pistol shot about 12:15 a.m.
Monday. Carroll reportedly told
authorities that the shooting was
an accident and was the outgrowth of an argument between
himself and Mrs. Carroll. The
shooting occurred at the home
of Mrs. Carroll, 2105 S. Main St.
Mrs. Carroll was taken to the
Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah where her condition was
listed as satisfactory today.
Carroll appeared before Marshall County Judge Pal Howard
Monday and waived his case
to the October term of the
grand jury. He then was released under $1,000 bond.

Holding a
VOLUTION"
news conference in Stormont, Northern Ireland, Premier James Chichester-Clark
brands the violence between
Catholics a n d Protestants
a "revolution" triggered by
supporters of the Irish Republic to the sou t h "and
other sinister elements."
14

GULFPORT, Miss. — Wharves and warehouses are shambles after Hurricane Camille flattened Gulport with 190-mikkoa-hour
winds Advance warnings probably saved "thousands of lives," one official said, but more than 50 persons were killed, 200,000
left homeless and damage was estimated at $250 million in a 600-square-mile area.
sang a lament from her new
album that will do its sales
absolutely no harm.
This is no reflection on Mery
or, for that matter, on Johnny
but a final decision had not
Carson of NBC or Joey Bishop
been made.
of ABC who also have to make
Mr. Howe suffered internal into
compromise
same
the
By ROBERT MUSEL
juries and a crushed chest, Adpersuade celebrities to appear.
kins said.
So the deal is network
NEW YORK (UPI)— When a
Mr. Howe was born in Mc(and commercials sell
airtime
$10,000-a-week star is happy to
dollars a
Cracken County and was a mema program for a flat for many thousands of
on
appear
or
ber of St. Francis de Sales Cathproject
pet
your
for
minute)
of $265 you can bet the hard
olic Church and the District fee
cash is only the tip of an personal publicity provided you
Mine Workers Local Union.
iceberg whose vast invisible do a turn to earn it. And having
Survivors include his wife, bulk spells plug. Mery Griffin
established that, let us proceed
Mrs. Cleo Howe; two sons, Wilmade his long-awaited network to see what Mery did with the
and
Kenith
liam Keith Howe
debut on CBS-TV in his own opportunity for a network show
Dewayne Howe, both at home;
show last night and the after five years of successful,
talk
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wiltalented and beautiful people syndication.
Sr.,
Howe
Paduliam Clarence
who filled his couch all had an
cah; two brothers, Jackie Euprofitable far beyond
evening
Strikes Smooth Balance
gene Howe and Curtis Dewayne
standard pittance.
the
is funnier, Bishop
Carson
and
five
Paducah,
Howe, both of
Woody Allen was ecstatic cornier but Mery strikes a nice
sisters, Mrs. Joan Wilhelm, Mrs.
about a movie he happened to smooth balance that lends point
Barbara Louise Womble, and
direct and star in and to his opening remark that
Gail,
Tammie write,
Misses Shawney
g but urge the although he had read a great
everythin
did
and Lorrie Howe, all of Paducah.
studio audience to leave imme- deal
three-way
the
about
Funeral services will be held diately for the cinema.
there
thought
he
on
competiti
at 2 p.m. Thursday at Lindsey
Ted Sorenson, one of the was room for everybody.
Rev.
the
with
Chapel
Funeral
Kennedy family advisers,
Joe Gardner officiating.
launched his campaign for
"I'm going to try to entertain
senator from New York,
you," he said.
Hedy Lamarr, t breathtaAfter the show Mery said he
kingly beautiful grandmother, had a two year firm contract,
asked everything to withhold with four years of options. He
judgment on her career until said there was a danger with
they read her autobiography three shows competing for the
"Hedy."
same celebrities. It's just
Delighted About Series
gamble that you'll get them o
Another beauty, Leslie Ug- a good night, Mery sal
EDDYV1LLE. Ky.. Aug. 19— gams, revealed under pressure adding:
A report by the Lyon County . from
Griffin that she is
"I recognize there'll be plent
Grand Jury into the shbbing delighted about her forthcoming
of dial turning this season."
death of a Kentucky State Pris- CRS series, "The Leslie UgAnd so there will. Jokey,
on inmate last week is the to gams Show."
hokey and folky. Take your
.
be made Wednesday Coun'y AtMoms Mabley, a great soul choice.
torney Jim Story said today.
singer, told a joke that shook
the network censors, and then
The grand jury has been reMixeditMeeting
since
case
Monday
viewing the
BOSTON UPI — The 61st
and was scheduled today to tour ly 24 stab wounds made by two annual meeting of the Amerithe state prison. Testimony has different instruments.
can flautist Convention here
been taken trim witnesses, inDraffen was convicted of May 29-June 2 will be merited
clutfing several inmates at the shooting into a dwelling house by the participation of a highprison.
and robbery in McCracken Cir- er percentage of non-Baptist
The prime suspects in the cuit Court last year and was speakers than usual. Except for
stabbing of Alonzo Edward Bris- sentenced to a total of seven the keynote address by ABC
ter, 51, are John Phillip Draffen, years. Houchins is serving a 21- President Doward L. McBain,
26, and William Frank Houchins, year term for assault and bat- every major evening speaker Is
a non-Baptist.
31. Brister died of approximate- tery in Jefferson County

Paducahan Is Crushed
William Clarence Howe Jr. 26,
2229 Sunset Drive, was killed instantly Monday when he was
crushed between two barges at
the Pittsburgh and Midway Coal
Co. wharf near Paradise, Ky.
Mr. Howe was a river pilot
for the Crounse Corporation of
Paducah, where he had been

ALL IN A DAY'S WORK--A U.S. 1st Cavalryman sneaks a
look at the body of a slain Viet Cong guerrilla as the unit
sweeps through a rubber plantation in Quan Loi, South
(Radiophoto)
Vietnam.

employed the past three years.
According to Glenn Adkins,
deputy coroner of Muhlenberg
County, Howe's father, William
Clarence Howe Sr., and Roy
Rice saw the victim fall between
the barges after he apparently
slipped. Both the elder Howe
and Rice are employes of the
coal company, he said.
Adkins said today an inquest
into the accident was not likely,

Grand Jury
Report Due
In Knifings

TRoops ENTER IRISH Ray Brava) troops 'MOW into Londonderry to assist constables
in their effort to stem violent rioting in this Northern Ireland city. The troops sealed off
Ca blf,pkoto
riot areas with barbed wire and met up machine gun posts.

•

Hard Cash Is Only
Part Of Payoff On
Some TV Programs

a

261
BENTON, Ky., Aug 10—A.
year-old Benton man has waived
his case to the grand jury in
Marshall County on a charge of
felonious shooting with intent

man MI.
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Otis Jones,69,
Dies At Home;
Rites Are Set
BENTON, Ky., Aug. 19—Otis
Jone s, 69, died at 5:40 p.m.
Monday at his home on Benton
Rt. 4. He was a member of Unity Presbyterian Church. The son
of the late Joe Lee and Dora
Jones, he was a farmer.
He is survived by his w if e,
Mrs. Virgie Jones; two daughters, Mrs. Earl Lovett and Mrs.
Wayne Lovett, both of Benton
RL 4; two sisters, Mrs. Henry
Norwood and Miss Euple Jones,
°
both of Hardin; four brother
Reed Jones of Hardin, Coy Jon
of Chicago, Ill., Alvie and Elv
Jones, both of Hardin; eight
grandchildren a n d one greatgrandchild.
Funeral rites will be conducted at 3 p.m. Thursday at Unity
Presbyterian Church. The Rev.
L. E. Moore and the Rev. Eura
Mathis will officiate. Burial will
be in Unity Cemetery.
Grandsons and nephews will
serve as pallbearers.
Friends may call at Fllbeck
and Cann Funeral Chapel.

Summer Clearance

SALE
ALL PRICES
MARKED DOWN
'61 DODGE 440 2-Door Hardtop

$2,195.00

'67 DODGE Polars 4-Door

1,350.00

'67 COUGAR 390 GT

1,950.00

'66 CHEVY Impala 4-Door Hardtop

1,350.00

'67 VOLKSWAGEN

1,300.00

'66 DODGE 440 2-Door Hardtop

1,250.00

'66 MUSTANG 2-Door Hardtop

1,300.00

'67 MUSTANG 2-Door Hardtop

1,450.00

'65 MUSTANG 2-Door Hardtop

975.00

'65 CHRYSLER 2-Door Hardtop. Air.

1,250.00

'65 MERCURY Parklane 4-Door Hardtop

1,275.00

65 COMET 2-Door. V-11, air.

1,000.00

'65 PLYMOUTH Station Wagon. Air.
44 FORD Galaxie
'
4-000r.
,64 DODGE 4-Door

1,200.00

'68 CHEVY Pickup. V-11, auto. trans.

1,950.00

100.00
650.00

HATCHER
AUTO SALES
South 12th Street
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I BOY SHOT

NO MARKET

QUINCY, Ill. (UPI).— An 8WEST YARMOUTH, Mass.
- year-old boy was shot between
v er_
nIi)
1U3P
(UPI)— The U.S. Navy Nurse
his
the eyes Monday as he and
,itv of California have been con- father were practicing fast Corps, at last, has a mascot.
Harriet, an 8-foot-6, 300-pound
tiuctuig a weekly fast to raise draw techniques in the kitchen
who lives at the
dolphin
71 riaira
.r the starving people of their home, police said.
vfo
Billy Joe McKinney Jr., of aquarium of Cape Cod, was
Nearly 60 per cent of the Quincy was taken to St. Mary's "sworn in" Monday during
members of the University Stu- Hospital where he was listed in brief ceremonies. Officiating
dents' Cooperative Association critical condition in the inten- was Lt. Ann Darbey Reynolds
hat- gone without one meal every sive care section following of Dover, N.H.
Miss Reynolds was the first
Friday for several weeks, con- three hours of surgery.
Navy nurse to receive the
police
Bill
told
31,
McKinney,
the
triliuting
money saved to a
he and his son were practicing Purple Heart in Vietnam.
special relief fund.
Vlore than $544 has been fast draws when his gun
accumulated KO far and donated accidentally discharged. The
More than half of all the
to
the United Friends of Biafra boy was using a cap pistol, the
There are about 1.8 million
father was using a loaded .2Z fresh water in the v.orld lies
railroad freight cars in the in Berkeley.
wiann Canada.
caliber revolver, police said.
United States.

ge

LOS ANGELES (UPI)—The
thief who stole the sole copy of
a film of the 1906 San
Francisco Earthquake from the
Los Angeles County Museum of
History won't rind a
Natural
ready market for it.
Asst. Curator James Zoccitch
explained that because of the
film's age and nitroglycerine
base there
is a distinct
possibility the film, worth
$5,000, will explode if ruii
through a modern projector.
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Computer talks
in two tongues
- VANCOUVER, B.C. (UPI) —
Foreign language classes for
computers? Canadian business
firms may wish for them when a
final "reading" by Commons
makes both French and English
official languages throughout the
provinces.
One Canadian company, at
least, is a step ahead. MacMillan
Bloedel Limited, forest products
company, has already put its
computer through a cram course
EARN'S MASTER'S DEGREE — Mrs. Mary Crawford Carter in French.
of Murray Is shown being congratulated by Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
To do so, it compiled a list of
president of Murray State University, following summer com- English terms from company
mencement exercises at the university, Friday, August 8th. Mrs. product names and invoicing
Carter, a graduate of Universityakigh School, earned the master bur minology and had them
of arts degree in education. She Is the daughter of Mrs. Thyra translated into proper French
(Photo-by Wilson Woolley) equivalents. Now the computer
Criwford of 205 N. 17th Street.
has in its memory bank equal
sets of about 7,000 English and
French words and phrases.
Example: The English-speaking
customer orders and is shipped
and billed for "aspenite panels."
His French-speaking cousin
wants and is shipped and billed
for "panneaux aspenite." Also in
the memory bank is a key which
informs the computer which
customer speaks what.
A bi-lingual computer?
Avez-vous autre chose de
nouveau?

The
NIANILA (UPI)
latest animal census in the
Philippines shows a population
MURRAY MASTER'S DEGREE — Mrs. Vicki Stark Shell of-.
of 3,926,0(X) carabaos (water
Sparks,
M.
Harry
Dr.
by
Murray Is shown being congratulated
buffalo), 1.8 million cattle,
president of Murray State University, following summer com243,0(X) horses, 599,000 goats,
Mrs.
8th.
mencement exercises at the university, Friday, August
1,700 sheep, 5,496,700 pigs,
Shell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Ellis of Fairlane Drive, 66,489,300 chickens, 2,328,000
is a graduate of Murray High School. She was presented the ducks, 119,2(X) turkeys and
master of arts degree in education during the graduation pro- 149,800 geese.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley))
gram.

NIP

3ER
SeveralKstuELdeEnYts,

4 LBS.
& UP

GRADE A

BA KING
HENS

COUNTRY STYLE

Spare Ribv1.:654
TURKEY

35c
Beef Liver. Lb 59c
39c
Sirloin ,
Chicken Livers 5 ilts199
Bones Or Feet.1-?.294
55c
T

1,350.00
1,950.00
1,350.00
1,300.00
1,250.00
1,300.00
1,450.00
975.00
1,250.00
1,275.00
1,000.00
1,200.00
1100.00
650.00
1,950.00

Super plan for
ghetto college

accepting his present post.
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
The plan bypasses the
NEW YORK (UPI) — A traditional, fortress-like urban
college for the ghetto, planned campus and calls for a meld of
for the Bedford-Stuyvesant college and community facilities.
section of Brooklyn will have no
The facilities would be
campus as such.
dispersed through the
College facilities will be neighborhood — an institution
woven through the community
on what now are empty lots or adding something to a
on sites now occupied by community and subtracting Costly lest
burned -out or substandard nothing.
(UPI) HOLLYWOOD
buildings.
New construction would be Producer Robert Aldrich anCollege facilities will be kept to the low-rise scale of the nounced he will spend $75,0(X)
esigned to serve the community existing neighborhood.
to screen test Alex andar Hay
as well as students. And rather
Most exciting is the mix of for "The Greatest Mother of
than displacing community functions in new facilities.
'Em All," making it the most
residents, the college project will
For example, the college, expensive such test in memory.
add to the net stock of housing local businesses, and even
in the area.
residential space might share the streets into linear parks, and the
The plan, it is believed, offers same building. Rentals from the provisiolcua w housing to help
a prototype for crisis-ridden commercial uses could revert to overme
shortages.
I
co
colleges and universities in cities the college.
An equally innovative
across the nation.
As envisioned by the plan, educational program will meet
Dr. William Birenbaum,
college's library, its cultural, special needs of,students from
the
president of Staten Island recreational, and service facilities deprived backgrounds.
unveiled
College,
Community
The academic program calls
would be designed to serve the
the plan at the annual meeting community as well as students. for, among other things, a liberal
of the American Association of
The plan envisiOns the admissions policy, sleidy
Junior Colleges.
surrender of college programs meeting practical
possible
The tentative plan for the facilities to other uses to meet career objectives of ghetto
5000
for
college
new; four-year
students, study -related
pressing community neds. '
to 8000 students was developed
addition to the internships in business or
In
by the education affiliate of the development of the college, the government, and continuing
Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration
calls for rehabilitation of programs to give students
Corporation. Dr. Birenbaum plan
community, conversion of college-level skills.
the
to
prior
headed the affiliate

A

SLICED

HI BRAND FROZEN

CHOPPED

Oz. Ea.

U.S.D.A. FROZEN

PORK ROAST

PORK NECK

A -Batt

U.S.D.A. OR

aamiLni

b.

urkeys .10"6 Lbt.

FIRST CUT

"`

Pork Chops

PORK LOIN

t. ENTER

RIB

Pork Chops

Lb

C. I-NUR tt_T LOIN

LOIN END .J3 59C

Pork Chops
Cod Fillets
.‘P

KLEENEX
TOWELS

JOHN

Lb.

89
99C

59C

KLEENEX

TISSUE

RED
SOUR PITTED

"FACIAL"

AU CHERRIES

144 OFF/

2 Roll Pkg.

SAVE 204

BOXES
FOR

PRICES

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)-The vole — a pint-sized rodent
having the appearance of an
underfed rat -- has caused millions of dollars of damage to
forests in the past several years,
according to the American Forest Institute.
The forest group said the
vole, which can consume the
equivalent of its own weight in
24 hours, destroyed 4,200 acres
of planted Virginia pines between 1965 and 1968 in Tennessee.

Lb.

Hindquarters

Voracious vole

$2,195.00

HOUSTON UPI - The Houston
Chronicle today printed a letter
from someone who should know
about life on Mars-a former Martian.
"Certainly Mars has life! I
know for a fact that 1,550
people live there. Used to live
there myself; played baseball
on Mars soil 54 years ago.
"The weather does get hot in
the summer and there's plenty
of ice and snow in the winter,
but it's tolerable for human
life. Why blow 50 billion bucks
to check it out? Just ask me."
The authority signed the
letter C. H. W., former resident
of Mars, Pa.

The summer special education classes at Ro bertson School In Murray were the recent guests
of Animal Land near Gilbertsville. While there, the students observed and fed various types of
animals both common and uncommon to the area.
The Murray State University sponsored class es also visited other points of interest In the
area Including Kaintucks Territory, the Land Between the Lakes, and Paris Landing Coast
Guard Station in Tennessee.
Area teachers participating in the summer program were: Mrs. Kay Ligon, Marshall County
Sehool for Exceptional Children; Mrs. Betty Wa gar, Murray High: Mrs. Mary Helen Boyd. Kevil Center; Mrs. Evelyn Hensley, Central-Padu cah; Mrs. Patricia Byrn, Sharp; Mrs. Emma
Walker, Crittenden County; Mr. Charles Henry, Jetton-Paducah and Mr. Harold Ross, Lone Oak
Jr. High.

Philippine animal census
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LETTER FROM MARTIAN

ACQUIRES MASCOT

Fast for Biafra

EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. AUG. 23

SAVE 34c
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Great Success
Damage May Show
With No Costumes Dogs Take To the Air
Slow Opening
To Hound Criminals
Of Barkley

GLEN GARDNE R, N.J.
(UPI).-The annual show at the
Circle H Ranch here isn't much
wounded, the dog sprang into a
different from hundreds of
BY CHRISTOPHER
tree'iltherethe convict was hiding,
other summer resort apows
MaeDERMOTT
brought him down and held him.
matter' of
the
in
except
JOHANNESBURG ,
South
In Durban when a mob of
Africa (UPI) - The crack dog
Recent thunderstorm damage costumes. There are none,
Since the Circle H is a nudist corps of the South African police 2,500 packed the streets and
at Lake Barkley State Park brought about an inspection tour of the ranch, this year's show, "bare- has a bite that is definitely worse refused to disperse on police
area last week by Kentucky Parks ly Proper," is performed in the than its bark. Any number of orders a call went out for the
Commissioner Robert E. Gable. flesh. And a well-publicised criminals can ruefully attest to. dog corps. Two dogs arrived with
their handlers. The crowd jeered.
Gable was accompanied by Max battle with the local governing the truth of this statement.
B. Hurt, Murray civic leader, body has resulted in a sellout
The dogs Alsatians have been The handlers said:
who had asked for information crowd for the final performance so successful in aiding in the
"Kir (bark). The crotvd
be.
concerning the status of the Bark- Saturday night.
battle against crime that police surged forward.
The Hunterdon County believe they
ley Lodge and plans for the golf
"Drum"
have
cut downthe
(growl). Someone
management, noting
ONE ISRAELI'WORTH FOUR EGYPTIANS— Israeli Corp. Edcourse airport area at the park. ranch's
use of firearms in making ar- swung at a policeman with a
mond Aaron I middle) is taken back to Israel at El Kantara
Hurt noted that earlier this the increased outside interest in rests or halting
fleeing suspects. stick.
on being exchanged for four captured Egyptians. Aaron, 21,
year some question had been the production, has decided to
For the past seven years
"Byt! " (bite! ). The crowd
was a prisoner for three months.
,
raised as to a possible need to turn the show into a combinadozens of dogs have been trained moved back, and within an hour
use some of the land that had tion stage presentation and getfor patrols in urban areas and for the streets were cleared.
previously been earmarked as acquainted - with - nudism night
3
tracking in the country districts
the site for a proposed airport for the expected house of 900,
-- all of them taught to sniff out
performanthe
at
Attendance
championship
a
constructing
in
marijuana, to help in rescue work
quality eighteen hole golf course. ces, which had run about 50,
and in detection of mines.
Gable said he was "delighted to mostly ranch guests, began to
REELFOOT
Now, says Col. Andries Brink,
report" that this is not the case. pick up after the township
of
the
commander
collect
to
Dog
School
and
at
committee here tried
save
"After considerable study,
GROUND
after consultation with our golf a $100 license fee for the Pretoria, experiments are under
PURE, 100 percent
way
with
each
for
airborne
$25
plus
been
parachute
patproduction
has
way
a
architect,
course
in
rols
which dogs will be dropped
found to provide a top-quality golf performance.
PICNICS
After a dispute over the fees, in inaccessible areas where crimcourse without blocking the proinals
to
have
them
themreduced
no
thought
often
at
township
and
the
posed airport site,
BEEF
$5 a year plus $3.50 per man- selves safe from pursuit.
additional cost," Gable said.
Speaking of the lodge, Gable hour for police costs.
Heading the experiment is
Hansen, a Constable Anthony Prinsloo and
Mrs. Lucille
Whole Lb
added, "Our primary concern
here is that the storm damage Canadian-born grandmother of his dog "Prins". In all the pracmay delay the planned opening seven who is the ranch's tice jumps so far the dog has
by
for the Barkley Lodge. The propietor, said that guests at shown no fear, even in leaping
date
Backed
policeman,
TEAR-GASSED—Masked
IRISH RIOTERS
Sliced Lb
general contractor's work on the the final show will be invited to from the open door of a light
LB.5
9
an armored car, fires tear gas at rioters in Londonderry,
swim
bea
for
ranch
finished
join
members
lodge itself must be
aircraft at the command of and
Northern Ireland. More than 300 have beep injured in
fore the paving contractor can go without bathing attire after the in company with his handler.
(Cablepliato)
altercations between Catholics, Protestants.
CHASE & SANBORN
to work on the parking areas,and show. The playgoers also will Same Parachutes
REEL FOOT
we're up against a November 15 be permitted to sample nudism
Prinsloo and the dog use the
deadline for completion of the the day of the performance,
BAR.B.01wEINERs
two parachutes but there is
same
the
to
want
is
who
that
people
"Those
as
inasmuch
paving
an
Prins
tot
emergency
chute
date the asphalt plants close down try nudism for a day can, and
then go see the play at night," in event of a break in the line
for the winter.
joining him to his handler. This
the
she said.
"If we miss that deadline,
CHICAGO (UPI) — Private
The audience must wear parachute opens automatically.
asphalt plants do not reopen until
funeral services are scheduled
According to Brink a unit
12 Oz. Pkg.
about April 1. This would doubt- clothing while the production is
for Ludwig Mies van der Rohe,
COFFEE
less delay lodge opening until late being performed in the ranch's of parachute dogs will be able CHICKEN
83, a giant of modern architecApril or early May of next year," 750-seat amphitheater, however. to accomplish much in heavy
. .. _. ..
ture whose designs revolutionbushveld or mountainous terhe said.
47t4
ized the topography of two
rain where the police are hampercontinents. He died Sunday monosyllabic name rather than
ed by transport difficiilites. They
•
following a long illness.
WASHINGTON(UPD— IS the
will be specifically directed againVan der Rohe, his mother's
United States secretly commit- His body will be cremated. A name.
!t marijuana growers and cattle
650
.
ted to supplying troops to fight public memorial service will be
L..59C
1 Lb. Can
Mies was born in 1886 at
rustlers. who operate in remote
a Vietnam-type war in Thailand held later.
Aachen, Germany, the son of a
areas and on the slopes of the
"under the overall command of Mies was known to his stone mason, and served four
IGA
IGA
Drakensberg Mountains.
his
by
father's
associates
the Thai government?"
years in the German army in
IGA
have
police
African
South
Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho,
World War I. He held Imperial
awarded a number of decorations
says he does not know the vices or Appropriations com- Germany's highest decoration,
to police dogs. The most recent
answer. But in posing that mittees if they will cross the the Pour Le Merite.
NEW YORK (UPI)-- The
.
EVAP
,
TOMATO
went to "Caro" who pursued an
question at a news conference Potomac and come to the
complete high economic slowdown anticipated
not
did
Mies
SALAD
Thursday, he said: "I never Pentagon to take a look at it. school. He became an appren- by the stock market should armed, escaped convict through
tropical bush. Although
J. William Fulbright, D-Ark.,
raise frivolous questions. I am
at the age of 15 reach its low point by the first dense
46 OZ. CAN
Foreign tice designer
the
of
chairman
not raising one now.",,
was
he
20
of
age
of
quarter
1970,
unforethe
barring
-at
With Congress on vacation R ela ti o n s Committee,
hired as a draftsman by Peter seen problems on the domestic
-Outer
MILK
and Capitol Hill reporters idle, dressed the Senate eighN.days Behrens, Germany's outstand- or international scene, said Far
HOLLYWOOD ( U P I ) —
agreement.
the
on
ago
Church called the conference to
DRESSING
TALL CAN
&
Bullard
Smyth.
Filor,
Accept- Doodles Weaver, always coning industrial designer.
JUICE
"It was signed on behalf of
pressure Defense Secretary
office, Mies ing the stock market as a six- sidered far-out, will play a
Behrens'
In
United States by the
Melvin R. Laird to make the
worked with Walter Gropius month leader, this means it is starring role in the new scipublic a secret five-year old commander of the U.S. military
Charles-Edouard Jeanneret- now in a base-building period ence fiction video series "Land
and
U.S. agreement with inauand. assistance advisory group and Gris, the other two major that will continue for a number of the Giants."
the Senate was subsequently approved by forces of modern architecture of weeks, the firm said.
June,
Since
4/$1.00
OT. 39
2/29
Grant Gives
Foreign Relations Committee, the Joints Chiefs of Staff," he in Europe.
— -HOLLYWOOD IUPI) —
of which Church ts-ä member, said.
So far, the summer rally has Cary Grant has presented a
Gropius, who died six weeks
KRAFT
"Out of respect for its top
SNO KREE AA
has been demanding a look at
with
been conspicuous because of its $10.000 check to the Motion
ago at age 86, teamed_
Laird has secret classification, I shall not
the
agreement.
APPLE.
Mies in the Bauhaus School of absence and the only one Picture and Television Relief
replied it is merely a "contin- go further, at this time, except
design in Germany during the smaller than the 1969 model Fund.
BLACKBERRY
in
provides,
it
that
say
to
gency plan" of the sort not
1.11KNELtH
directed the Bantus dates back to 1910, said Harris,
certain circumstances, for the 1920s. Mies
normally made public.
or
Specialist
Dance
stioRT.
Upham 41 Co. Unless this is to
substantial school from 1930-33.
of
But he offered to show it to commitment
HOLLYWOOD ( U P I ) —
the
be
smallest
as
summer
second
1937
in
Mies
Germany
fled
APPLE-GRAPE
David Ahdar, specialist in
of the
Senate's numbers of American troops to
members
a refugee from Hitler and came rally in 72 years of market Jewish folk dancing, will choForeign Relations, Armed Ser- Thailand."
history, the industrial average
EON
to the United States.
reography a Hasidic dance for
would have to rally to at least
Love You, Alice B. Toklas"
898 before the end of SeptemENING
JELLY
ber, the firm said.
-- —
.
18 Oz Jar
MEAT
New Title
The franc devaluation may
HOLLYWOOD ( U P I ) —
unsettle the stock market a bit, "Our Man From Las Vegas" is
12 Oz. 39
but it shouldn't cause any the new title for the Warner
drastic
decline because it Bros -Seven Arts thriller starCan
3 Lb, Can
merely gives recognition to a ring Eike Sommer. Jack Palsituation that has existed for a ance and Lee J. Cobb
emberg."
By ARMY ARCHERD
GERBER
"I've tried to hit some mod- long time, said Walston & Co.
IGA
Central Press Association
VELVEETA
of my Now that the "bad news" is
some
in
topics
vital
ern,
Correspondent
STRAINED
films," Burt admitted. "How- over with ,it even could bring a monetary restraints, according
HOLLYWOOD — At 55, the
ever, I don't like to assume feeling of relief, the firm said. to Nuveen Corp.'s Wiesenberger
teeth, the muscles and the hair
that every picture I do has
Investment report, New comtheir
today
and
there
are still
great ideal in which I sit
some
a
$5
nearly
owner is earning
It is premature to conclude mitments should be confined to
on the right hand of God. It's
minute. His home bookcase has
that the stock market has moderately appraised quality
BABY
a changing worZ7d you have
been stacked high with awards,
established a bottom. Prospects stocks with favorable earnings
imes."
with
move
to
ICE MILK
including the prize Oscar for
CHEESE
How come Lancaster agreed continue to point to a narrowing prospects, special situations
"Elmer Gantry."
defensive
and
issues,
the
report
of
profit
corporate
margins
and
to play the role of Mel Bakers2 Lb. dox
Burt Lancaster has come a
of fiscal and said.
feld, the airport manager in maintenance

•

9day

39,

11144

A R16f#4,,s

43c

Of Modern
Does The U.S. Giant
Architecture Dies
Have Secret
Committment

Wall Street
Chatter

59

Regarding Burt Lancaster

Muscles and Money Keep Him in Shape

4

long way fr.om the days when he
was a circus acrobat (at $3 a
week) and upon entering films
was known as "Mr. Teeth-andMuscles." P.S. -He can still be
seen regularly running, working out early morning at the
beach during the summer, and
on the UCLA track in winter.
Burt Lancaster has amassed
a string of powerful performances to his credit in 23 years
of film making since his start
in -The Killers." In his own
very quiet way, Lancaster is a
dedicated film maker, although
he has often been kidded by
Imitators as "Smiley."
• • •
LANCASTER is a very serious fellow. He takes his acting,
his craft, very serious) More
often than not he'll excuse himself on the set when we arrive
to chat, to say the upcoming
scene requIres his complete attention and preparation without
outside thoughts. But he works
out each scene with the- director and has been known to let
his opposition to direction given him when he thinks otherwise. He is not a "difficult"
actor, but a concerned one, He
claims he makes movies for an
audience of 25 millior. and an
audicnce of one himself,
'About that many people
have to see a film to Mil ke it
a lelleWSS at the boxofflee,"
(•-•Laneaster claims. But before
that can happen I have to be

3119

. lc

FOOD

"Airport?"
• • •
"THE AIRLINE industry,"
Burt explained, -has reached
monolithic proportions. It is a
vital factor in our economic life.
Yet, we are constantly reminded
by all the news media of the inadequacy of modern airports
to cope with the flood of traffic
that inundates them from day
to day.
"Still, millions travel by air
every year but few of these
travelers are- aware of the vast
No teeth, no muscles, no hair and complex organization and
showing, but it's Burt Lancaster. organizations that make possible the safe and luxurious flight.
satisfied with it- first.
"We do have a little sermon
"An actor and the director In 'A irpor t,' Burt laughed,
must become close partners. "but it is far outweighed by
They must play the film mak- the entertainment values of
ing in concert or the entire drama, suspense and excitesubject is in danger of both ment built into the picture
creative and boxoffice failure. which I assure you will have
If their sense is true- and God motion picture audiences on the
knows sometimes it isn't -- edge of their seats."
then it will be so for an audiFurther proof of Lancaster's
ence:"
sincere desire to play this role
• • •
was evident by the fact he's
• BURT is known in Hollywood called on to smoke in the film.
as a supporter of many civic He quit smoking a few months
causes. He lends his name, tal- before •• starting "Airport."
ents, money and his home reg- Hmm, maybe that's one of the
ularly to -political rind corn-1 reasons he accepted the part?
Lancatater has a chance, to
munity activities. And many
of the films in which he has flex_ his muscles, click his teeth,
starred have contained impor- shake his mane, and also pocket
tant .themes "Ft orn Here to some big money in his next
Eternity." "Birdman of Alca- film. an outdoor epic, "Valdez
traz."' "Sweet Smell of Suc- , Is Coming" And Lancamtet
rest.," and "Judgment at Nor- keeps right on going.
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WANTS IMAR. PUNISHED Lebanon's ambassador to the
"-United Nations Edouard Glsorru dower left) asks the Security Council, in a special meeting. to "sternly punish"
Israel for an air raid tin southern Lebanon Israel's Ambassador Joseph Tekoah ;tipper right) replied that "the govnnot be absolved of its responsibility
ernment of Lebanon
for law of its territory ;is a base of warfare against Israel."
420

2/29C
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REAL ESTATE POE SALE

MICED NEW ROOF-but short
of money, apply Hy-Klas fibre
ad asphalt aluminum. An Amu
lag coating that seals holm,
prevents moisture from getting
through. Reflects ED% of sun's
rays and reduces teanperature
try 15 degrees. Serves am Immolation. Do the job for may
3 cents a ovum, foot Ask
ust special 20 gallon drum
at Hughes Paint Stare.
August-264

SUBCON'TRACTORS
Deeded,
carpenters, plumbers and sheet
rock men, travel and bonus.
Write Ed Nelson, Box 1072,
Paducah, Ky, or call 442-6479.
A-204
THREE MEN-age 23-60, must
be able to start work at once.
This is a sales position. No overnight traveling. Opportunity.
$165.00 plus bonus to start. Call
or write Manager, Ill South
6th Street, Paducah, Ky., phone
443-8460.
A-25-C

ate

CET Rio Of

PESTS

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Potion
TERMITES
Eat Your Home

Stork-Like
Space Ship
PHILADELPHIA t UPI) The ideal space ship may, on
reentering the earth's atmosphere, look more like a stork
MAN WANTED: Service work
Locally owned and operat- than the traditionally depicted
on major appliances. Will train ed for
20 years. We can be Buck Rogers rocketship.
right man. Permanent job, good
To give the cone-shaped
reached 24 hours a day.
wages, vacation and work conspacecraft maneuverability, it
ditions. Apply in person to BilCall Today For FREE
will "sprout" two triangular
brey's Car & Home Supply. 210
Inspection
wings to be held in position
East Main.
A-21-C
Phone 753-3914
above it by booms and spars,
say engineers of the General
Member Chamber of
A NEW YOU? Try it on for
Electric Re-entry organization
Commerce and Builders
size: a business of your own,
here. The wings of flexible
Association. JP-195
in your own community, on
skin material would puff out
your own time, for an income
on encountering the onrushing
of your own. And the beauty
air. The slowed-down craft
and glamour of Avon Cosmetcould then be maneuvered to
ics. Ready? Call or write Mrs.
an airplane-style landing at
Evelyn L. Brown, Shady Grove
reasonable speeds.
Road, Marion, Ky. 42064, Phone
965-3363.
H-A-15-C
Phone 753-3914
WANTED: Delivery truck drivMiddle East
er at Jones' Cleaners, 102 NorRelief
th 5th. Apply in person. A-22-C

NEW AND USED Calloway and
Murray High School textbooks
Wallace's Book Store, 1413
_Olive Boulevard.
l'URED PEARLS, imported
a Japan. Necklaces, rings,
earrings, tie tacs, pins. Call
753-4974 between 8:00-8:00 p.
m.
A-22-P

P

" RAY HARM PRINTS. Beauti. fully custom framed, with nonglare glass. Call 753-4974 between 6:00-8:00 p. m.
A-22-P

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

'SOUP'S on, the rug that is, so
,clean the spot with Blue Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
:$1. Big K.
A-23-C
'CLEAN expensive carpets with
,the best. Blue Lustre is Ameri'ca's favorite. Rent shampooer
$1. Western Auto Store, Home
. of 'The Wishing Well." A-20-C
. GROCERY STORE at South
Marshall, doing good business
NOTICE
, and the price is right. Reason
for selling; Doctor said "Get ELECTRouTK SALES & Seg‘
Out". Come and see it or call vice, Boa 213 Murray, Ky., C.
Benton 527-8049.
A-23-P M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Sept-17-C
xy.
GOOD CARPET, $1.99 sq. yd.
Heavy shag, $3.95 sq. yd. Indoor-outdoor, $2.75 sq. yd. Heavy Polyester Jute back $3.95
sq. yd., Heavy cut pile, $3.95
sq. yd., Dupont 501, meets
exceeds F. H. A., $3.95 sq. yd.
Other indoor-outdoor, $3.95 sq
yd. Commercial type rubbe
back, $3.95 sq. yd. Whilte it
lasts. Paschall'e Discount House,
Hazel, Kentucky, 492-9733.
WANTED TO BUY
A21'
WANTED: Good used oil burning heater with blower. Call
753-6238.
A-20-P
OIL WELLS FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE POE SALE
BY OWNER - three-bedroom
brick home, 31 ft. by 81 ft., on
large lot. All electric, central
air and heat. Keeneland Subdivision. $24,000.00. Phone 753Sept, 13-4
7525.
ATTRACTIVE new four-bedroom house in good location.
For further information call
753-3903.
A-22-C

WANTED: Male
or female
housekeeper for surgery. Apply nursing office, Murray-Cal.
Scrolls Exhibit
ioway County Hospital. A-22-C
PARIS t UPI)
The DeNd
FOR KITCHEN work afternoons Sea Scrolls will be the high
at Jack's Super Burger on point of an art exposition, "IsChestnut Street. No phone calls rael Across the Ages," to be
accepted.
A-23-C held here from May 9 to the
end -of August.
.
Most. of the objects in the
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
xhibition in the Grand Palais
EARN extra money. Make new will be loaned by the Museum
friends in spare time. No limit of Israel in Jerusalem, the Heon earnings for responsible per- brew University. the Museum
sons or couples. Call 753-7323 of the Grand Rabbi and the
after 6:00 p. m. for details.
Mnseum of Tel Aviv.
ITP

NEW YORK UPI) - Lu-'
theran World Federation is
awaiting more stable conditions in the Middle East to establish long-term rehabilitation projects among refugees
on the east bank of the Jordan River.
The Rev. Eugene Ries, LWF
official, said in Geneva .that
operations of the LWF Department'of World Service
with headquarters in Amman,
Jordan, have been restricted
by continuing border tensions
to immediate material aid

COUNDIY CLUB
ESTATES

GRAPE

lf
f9

ETA

ESE

ONE SNARE DRUM, also some
antique clocks. Phone 753-7503
or 753-2216.
A-26-C
SIX ladder-back dining chairs,
one drop leaf dining table, one
round maple dining table with
four chairs. One set bunk beds
with mattresses and box springs,
one GE dryer used six months,
typewriter
Underwood
one
(standard), one Kenrnore por
table sewing machine with case.
Phone 753-4710.
A-22-C

LOST & POUND

READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?
The three things to look for in buying a Color TV:
1. SERVICE - Bob Randolph.
2. PERFORMANCE - Only total automatic color on
the market
3. NAME BRAND- Magnavox.
WE HAVE ALL THREE!
COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU
WHAT WE HAVE

LEACH'S MUSIC & T.V.
Dixieland Center
Chestnut Street
Phone 753-7575

itch

990

REFRIGERATOR, frostless with
&inflater, dryer, both still under warranty, washer, chrome
dinette suite, one set Serta box
wrings and mattress, coffee table, step end table, one bed
frame. Also 1963 Falcon convertible. Phone 753-6132 bebrew three and six p. m. only.
A-22-C

Your House Need
Remodeling?
Want To Add A Room?

IDAHO

USED UPRIGHT food freezer,
$50.00. Call 489-2821.
A-22,C

We Can Do The
Complete Job.
YOUR SATISFACTION
IS OUR GREATEST ASSET

ToE\
Bag

LY

)rders

STUDIO COUCH. Phone 753
NEM.

50' TRAILER, Jerald Rich, 753-3338
A-21-P
AOCOMODATIONS for one or
two horses. Pasture and stall
apece. Approximately one-half
Mile from city limits on Ward
surface road. Call 753-1970
A-21-C
NEW LARGE three-bedroom
brick duplex with extra large
Mester bedroom. In -Robertson
School district. Central heat and
air. Gold carpet throughout.
A.-21-C
Phone 753-6202.
NEW two-bedroom trailer on
water front lot. Phone 436-5817
after 3-00 p. m.
A-25-P

000/0 FINANCIN
KEN-TEN BUILDING
SUPPLY
207 Maple st
753-6753

753-6583

ACROSS
1 Imitated
5 Prepare for
print
9-Greek letter
12-Girl s name
13-Opera by Verdi
14-Decay
15 Behold'
16 Portion of
medicine
18-Employ
20-Kebrew letter
22-Seines
24 Reverberation
27 Rant
29-Conduct
31-A state (abbr.)
32 Spry
34-Periods of time
36-Note of scale
37 Higher
39-Paid back
41-Preposition
42 Landed
44 Feeling
45-Unusual
47-Barracuda
49-Covers
50.Metal'fastener
52-Scorch
54-Exclamation
55-Insect egg
57-Stumble
59-Latin
contunction
61-Mature
63 Part of stove
65-Lease
67-Conducted
68-Sailors (colloq )
69 Mental image

5-Artist's stand
6-Followed food
program
7-Cyprinord fish
8-Greek letter
9-Build
10 Preposition
11 Near
17 Preposition
19 Compass point
21-Bad
23 District in
Germany
25 Half of earth
26-Chemical
compounds
27-Fixed amount
28 Gifi's name
30 Changes
color of
33-Lampreys
35-Barracuda
38-Tears
40-0x of Celebes
43 Seesaw
1

II3

Me/MUM

4-Parent
(colloq )
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000 DOOM ORO
000 BOOM OMO
46 Ate
48-Mountain lakes
51 Chinese mile
53 A state (abbr.)
56-Small child
58 Greek
letter
60 Afternoon
party
4

61-Man's
nickname
62 Earth
goddess
64 A state
(abbr )
66-Cyprinoid
fish
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2-Spreading of
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3-Printer's.
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HOW EMBARRASSING)

PROFESSIONAL
residential
painting. Brush, roll, spray. Ref
LOST: Male Seal-point Siamese erencee. Free estimates Phone
Sept-184
'"-cat with crossed eyes. If you
have found this childs pet AKC REGISTERED German
AND USED Galloway and please call 753-8218.
A-22-C Shepherd at stud. Black and
Murray High School textbooks.
buff. Phone 753-8188.
A-20-F
Wallace's Book Store, 1413
Olive Boulevafd.
A-21-C

FIFTY ACRE FARM with five
room Nene for sale or for rent.
Six miles from Murray on black
top. Also 1951 panel truck.
Phone 753-2988 after 5:00 p.
tn.
A-21-C

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

E

NEW

BERRY

Danforth Grants
;T. LOUIS (UPI) - The
Danforth-PO undation has
named 42 campus ministers to
receive Danforth Campus Ministry Grants for 1968-69. Six
previous recipients were reappointed for a second year of
study.
The Grants, awarded to persons in such posts as college
chaplaincy, directorships of religious activities and denominational student programs, allow for an academic year of
graduate study in a university
of the candidate's choosing.
The Danforth Foundation was
established in 1927 by the late
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Danforth.

by Charles M. Schulz

I have two locations, Gibson Cowity, 1,p4isioa.mil Gal- 0BARGA1N-4267
Ta4Ar.:111ritlab
tin County,' Illinois." CornRacing, green ivitlit white top
geological reports
lirarlable, both in produc- Good condition. Must sell now,
am being drafted. Call 753-8338
tion now, an excellent way
before five p. m.
A-21-C
„to invest tax money.

Gene Colamont 753-6344
,A-21-C
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CARD OF THANKS
Catholic Education Film
We wish to thank our many
relatives and friends who were
so kind to us during the Illness
and death of our stater, Mrs
WASHINGTON (UM-The
modern look in Catholic eduHazel Adams Lindsey.
We would also like to thank cation is pictured in a 30-minthe nurses at Murray Hospital, ute color film made in 14 CathDr. Hugh Houston who was so olic elementary and secondary
kind. The singers, the pallbear- schools in 11 cities across the
ers and the donors of flowers. country
-f To Reverend Johnson Easley
The film, entitled "Toward
for his consoling words. We
give our thanks. May God bless Tomorrow" and sponsored by
each of you in a very special the 18,000-member National
Educational Association, atway is our prayers.
tempts to illustrate in images,
Louie Adttns
words and music what best
Ola Mae Adams
characterizes Catholic educaITC tion today.

THAT'S WHERE THEY
SALTS AWAY YER
FRIENO SLATS SCRAPPLE
BATH LESS

THE ONLY WAY
FIGGER
I CAN TALK WITH Him IS
TO GET INVITED Usl..,ANID
THE QuICKEST WAY 0'
AC.:COMPLiSHiN'

THAT is
r--7,m01114-
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

James H. Bomar
Funeral Rites Are
Today In Paris

uneral Held Today
or Toy Lassieer

Bodies Found

—

(Continued Frown Page One)

Funeral services for Toy
could run in excess of 8500
The funeral Jor James H.
formerly of the Stella
Lasiter,
in Bomar who was fatally injured
million and, perhaps, go beyond
and Kirksey community, were The oldest first lieutenant
old if in a two vehicle collision at
$1 billion."
held this morning at eleven the Air Force, 50 years
Williams accompanied Vice
this
explanahad
day,
a
12th and Chestnut Streets in
was
he
United
o'clock at the Goshen
President Spiro T. Agnew on a
Rev. tion for his failure to get pro- Murray early Tuesday morning
with
Church
Methodist
helicopter inspection of the
was held today at three p.m.
moted:
Dossie Wheatley officiating.
area today. Agnew is making
But- "It was during the campaign at LeDon Chapel, Paris, Tenn.,
Fred
were
Pallbearers
explaned. with Rev Warren Sykes and
the tour on orders from Presterworth, Andy Newsome, Rich- in the Pacific," he
ident Nixon, who already has
James Stein- "Every night the C. 0. insisted Rev. Cecil Brewer officiating.
Newsome,
ard
declared the Mississippi coast
heiser, Warren G. Melton, and on getting us out of bed for an Burial was in the Maplewood
a disaster area and authorized
Cemetery.
alert.
Blakely.
Kexs
$1 million in relief funds.
"After a couple of months I
the Goshen
in
was
laterment
Bomar, age 24, of 1101 Minethe
Vice President Spiro T. Agthe arrange- found a large monkey in
with
Cemetery
Wells, Paris, Tenn., was
ral
hurricanenew flew to the
hills, dressed Lf.rn in one of may
-Coleman
Blalock
the
by
ments
at 5:04 a.m. when the
killed
wrecked Gulf Coast today for
old uniforms and trained him
Funeral Home.
Knott's Wholesale Foods truck
the
an aerial inspection of the disMaj.
when
plane
my
SUSPENDED MAJOR -Lasiter, age 71, died Sunday to run to
he was driving collided with a
aster bought by Camille.
alert sounded, hop in, start the
Donald Tidwell labove, at 10:30 a.m. at the home
Trucking Company
President Nixon has declar- commander of the security
sit there with his McLean
his daughter in Cleveland, engine, and
throttle until the truck.
ed the Missisisippi coast a dis- fcrce at Hamilton Air Force
the
on
hand
Ohio.
The fatally injured man had
aster area and has made availall-clear sounded.
Base. Calif., was suspended
daughter,
his
are
Survivors
with the Knott's Foods
been
able emergency funds to aid
"For weeks it worked beauby the base commander for Mrs Frank (Freda) Beninto of
Company for about eighteen
enthe
in the massive recovery effort
night
one
but
tifully,
Paris,
allowing three men with psy- Cleveland; two sisters, Mrs. ElGem George A. Lincoln, diand I rushed months and had left
to stand wood Newsome of Mayfield dear never came,
problems
daily
his
on
a.m.
chiatric
four
at
Tenn.,
OfHouse
White
rector of the
onto the field just in time to
nuclear- tipped Route Five and Mrs. Larry
the monkey .delivery route into Kentucky.
fice of Emergency Preparedness guard over
with
plane
my
see
Survivors are his parents,
missiles stored there. The in- Melton of Big Sandy, Tenn.; at the controls taking off from
which will have a major hand
of
and Mrs. Malcolm P. BoMr.
forin the restoration program, was stability came to light at a one brother, Charlie Lasiter
the
the field and joining
hearing for one of the guards Cleveland, Ohio; three grand- mation. There we were, the mar, his wife, Mrs. Jerri Orris
among those in the Agnew
who was accused of going rOlildren; three great grand- C. 0. and I, the only two per- Bornar. one son, Jeff Bomar,
Part?.
hildren.
16 months old, all of Paris,
berserk with a loaded rifle
The Vice President also took
sons left on the field.
two sisters, Mrs. Peggy
Tenn.,
eight-hour
the
with him on
"And that's why I'm the oldTenn.,
roundtrip Secretary George
est lieutenant in the Air Force," Wallace of Union City,
Holland
Romney of the Department of
the officer concluded. "And I and Mrs. Minnie Sue
Housing and Urban Developwouldn't mind it so much—if of Paris, Tenn.; three brothers,
ment and other officials conit weren't for the fact that the Jerry, Billy, and Alex Bomar,
(Continued From Page One)
all of Paris, Tenn.
cerned with the recovery efmonkey is now a colonel."
fort
rie McKinney, Renee Sledd, JaThe Owens Chapel Baptist net Usrey, Karen Carter, Garyl
Agnew's schedule took him
first to Gulfport, Miss., where Church will have a singing on Harper, Bob Hargrove, Dianne
Goys. John Bell Williams of Sunday, August 24, beginning Harrison, Larry Geib, Roger
Mississippi and John J. Mc- at twtp. m. The church is lo- Potts, Mark Smith, Larry TuckKeithan of Louisiana and con- cated n Highway 783, Penny er, Donna Adams, David Adgressmen of the two states Road.
ams, David Beane, Suzette Hug- (Continued From Page One)
The Wranglers Riding Club
Les Morgan and his family hes, Paul Ross Jones, Becky
were joining him for a closeup
will
ride Friday, August 22, at
parcel
of
tract
survey of the stricken area by and a quartet from the Lake- Burehett, Stacy Adams, Gail i ng described
seven p.m. at the Riding Pen
Calin
being
and
lying
land,
of
featured
view Church will be
helicopter.
Broach, Darlene Oliver, Theresa
The regular schedule will be
The pastor, Rev. Lonnie Joseph, Barry Harrison, Phil loway County, Ky., to-wit:
instead of the games
followed
The Red Cross said it was
in
situated
land
Knight, and the members of 1KcCallon and Debra Tucker. "A tract of
caring for more than 40,000
of 'being first as previously anstate
Calloway,
of
County
the
public
the
the
invite
the church
Mrs. Thyra Crawford was
nounced. The two special erefugees in shelters in the disKentucky, being a part of the
to attend.
accompanist for the act.
vents that were to be held last
aster area.
Section
of
quarter
Leaders of the 4-H making Southeast
Robert U. Pierpont, national
2, Range 4 East, week, but were cancelled due
the trip included: Mrs. Bettie 20, Township
director of Red Croas Disaster
fully describ- o the weather, have been reCITED
more
FIVE
being
and
Tucker, Mrs. Lou Ellen Stark,
scheduled for this week.
Services said the organization
follows:
as
ed
Mrs. Verlene Joseph, Mrs
has counted nearly 2,000 homes
southwest
The special events are a cart
Five persons were cited by
Beginning at the
destroyed and another 2,000 the Murray Police Department Jeanne Falwell, Mrs. Janie Har- corner of the present Calloway class, two or four wheel, five
EMPTIED BY CAMILLE lihe roofs are intact on these., homes in Biloxi. Miss., but the interirison, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
with major damage.
ors are scattered up and down the street. The hurricane emptied them.
on Tuesday. They were two for Armstrong, Mrs. Martha Bro- County High School property, place trophies will be given in
Horror Not Diminished
being marked by this class which will be open
noise, one for no
unnecessary
corner
said
Mrs.
McCallon,
towns
Daytha
ach, Mrs.
For the residents of the
operator's license and unnecesan iron pin in the north right to the public, and five place
the Belgiam capital of Brussels
smashed by Camille, the horor sary noise; one for no operat- Wanda Stone, Mrs. June Nor- of way line of College Farm trophies will be given in the
In :955 flying a Super Saand shock of the hours they or's license, and one for driv- wood, Mrs. Shirley Smith and Road; thence south 86 degrecfs Pony Lead Line which will be
jet, Col Horace Hanes reachMrs. Delpha Rhodes.
bre
fought for survival had not di- ing while intoxicated.
ride.
to
anyone
200.00
inches west
open for
Other parents making the 23 feet 40
an altitude of 40,000 feet
ed
minished.
events
additional
Calloway County Twenty-four
Today is Wednesday. Aug 20, and a speed of 822 miles an
(Continued From Page One)
trip and assisting with the 4-1i; feet to the
"God, it was awful," said
property will be for members only. Ribsoutheast
Club
133
Country
with
the 232nd day of 1969
members included: Mr. and Mrs. I
hour.
Wilma McCune, a Pass Christhence north three de- bons will be given in these
NOW YOU KNOW
to follow.
T. C. Hargrove, Mr. and Mrs. corner;
or
may
the
be
tian resident who with 500 other
selecsuggested
feet 49 inches west events.
The moon is in its fi r at
James Harrison, Mrs. Harry Lee grees 19
In 1966 a Turkish earthquake
persons cowered in the high
1969 tions may be left up to the
Jagency in Los An- Potts, Ray Broach, Mr. and Mrs 1320.51 feet; thence north 86 Candy Merriwether, the
Carol
quarter.
The
height
the
killed 3,000 persons.
at
gymnasium
school
Symlibrarian.
the
from
east
Queen
inches
12
feet
07
WKHA
world's largest Alvin Usery, Jewell McCallon,' degrees
Th2 morning stars are Venus
of the hurricane. The gym be- geles is the
organization, with Mr. and Mrs. Guy Harper, Jer- 200.00 feet; thence south three onia Riding Club, will be the
and Saturn.
A thought for the day: Elgan creaking ominously and baby-sitting
"Many lovely books have
serving 25,000 fam- ry Falwell, Gerald Stone, Mr. degrees 19 feet 46 inches east judge for all of the class.
The evening stars are Mer mund Burke said, "He that
the refugees all rushed into the 800 sitters
invited to at- been added to the library's col- cury, Mars and Jupiter.
is
of
point
public
the
to
The
feet
1321.46
and Mrs. Wayburn Wyatt, Mr.
wrestles with us strengthens
main school building only mm- ilies.
tend the riding sessions at the lection this way and we are
On this day in history:
and Mrs. Teddy Beane, Mr. and beginning.
the g)in roof colnerves gad sharpens our
Our
es
There
Club
Riding
"Said tract containing 6.064 Wranglers
always grateful to those choosnavigator, skill; our antagonist is our h In 1741 Dan.sh
Mn. Cecil McLeod, Mr. and
gate admis- ing this means of remembran
or
fee
JulY,
of
resident poet,
"Laugh-in's"
day
entry
28th
on
acres
no
is
Alaska.
Vitus Berth, discovered
er."
Mrs. McCune said the water Henry Gibson, has been named a Mrs. Rufus Carter, Jim Ed 1969".
sion. Refreshments will be a- ce.'' said Mrs. Trevathan.
In 1914 Germany occupied
Norwood, and Mrs. Paul D.
poured in the main buil
by the vailable in the concession stand.
signed
was
of
the
national
deed
The
representative
and "we who had babies had "Keep America Beautiful" cam- Jones.
Grantors, approved by James
to hold them up on that ledge
41 Lassiter, Judge, Calloway
,ver the blackboard to keep paign.
Circuit Court, and notarized by
because
drowning
them from
Robert 0. Miller, notary public
Ray Milland, who both directs
the water was rising so fast.
SUNSHINE - 61 4-oz. box
DEL MONTE - .z.- 303 can
"You know what was really and acts, will wear his thespian
here
in
babies
those
All
bad?
hat for a guest star role in the
crying. They didn't want to new NBC-TV series "Bracken's
A Bermuda and Sock Hop
die."
will be held for the seventh
World."
In Pass Christian, 23 persons
and eighth grades at the CaboPRAGUE i'st — Police used
tried to weather the storm in
way County Country Club on
policemen.
as
acted
men
a
apartments,
tear gas again today and broke
the Richelieu
August
22,
Friday,
from
7:30
Food and medical supplies
up gatherings of young CzechoMISS GEORGIA
brick building by the gulf which
to ten p. m.
slovaks moving into Wenceslas
had withstood earlier storms. were flown in by giant transKENTUCKY BEAUTY
Each
may
member
invite
two
Despite warnings they stayed. ports from Atlanta. Fresh wa- non-members and the admission Square to observe the first an
was
as
premium,
a
at
was
ter
niversary of the Soviet invaNone survived.
will be 25 cents per person.
milk.
Equipment Moved
sion of their country. There
The
planning
is
committee
Dry ice arid French bread
Bulldozers and other heavy
composed of Wes Furgerson. were similar disturbances Tuesequipment were moved into the were rushed to Bay St. Louis David Frank Chris Miller, Gene day night.
HORMEL 1.1-lb. can
Riot police and army troops
area Tuesday, but searchers from New Orleans. A light Parker, Tim Shown, Andy LitPRIDE OF ILL.
generally had to go into towns plane, carrying penicillin and tleton, Gay Crass, Beverly Park- guarded central Prague against
White
on foot to clear away debris other medical supplies to Gulf- er, Rhonda Garland, Beth Wil- any renewed de.monstrations in
motorized units part, crashed at a New Orleans son, Donna Knight, Cindy Chris. the square where they broke
before the
up gatherings Tuesday by uscould be brought up. The task airport, killing a doctor and man, and Carolyn Shown.
Cori
ing teargas, clubs, armored cars
was time consuming, and ham- three other occupants.
Hosts
and
hostesses
will
be
Power was out along much of
and waterhoses against a crowd
pered earlier in the day by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jim
Frank,
Mr
the coast. Few telephones worksightseers.
and Mrs. S. 0. Wilson, Mr. and estimated at 5,000.
DELITED 1B-oz. Glass
Young Czechoslovaks began
Limited martial law was pro- ed.
Mrs. Vernon Shown, Mr. and
Most of the bodies were beat
gathering
the
square
at
noon
claimed to keep clown the
Mrs. Bill Furgerson, Mr. a n d
RED
crowds and prevent looting. A ing airlifted to Hattisburg, 73 Mrs. Joe B. Littleton, and Mrs. today and police stepped in imCHASE & SANBORN
coast.
the
from
miles
mediately and hurled tear gas
force of 4,000 National Guards-Jo Crass.
bombs. They arrested seven men
PLUM
who refused to leave the square
semi.
and dragged them into one of
Prague's red and white city
GERBERS
buses for questionings.
TODDLER
Within five minutes peace
was restored and police did not
SMOKED
RICHTEX
rush reinforcements to the
scene. Observers said the tear
gas capsules were much weaker
than those used Tuesday night
and that after 15 minutes the
acrid smell had worn off Last
night it was different.

Owens Chapel Will
Hold Singing

Kirksey Club

Land D d d

Books Given

ALMANAC

Bermuda, Sock Hop
lamed On Friday

Young Czechs
Observe Event

Spinach

Peaches

Preserves

2=390

29

Coffee

650

A LITTLE ODD

Baby Food

NEW 1969 MALIBU
4-DOOR SEDAN

—

—

I.' Soft-Ray Tinted Glass
4-Season Air-Cinditioning
155 h.p. - Turbo-Shift - 250 Six

b

7.75x 14 Tires
be" Midnight Green Cloth Trim
63-63 Champagne
Full Window Price '3,087.55

DWAIN TAYLOR- CHEVROLET
South 12th.

S treet

Phone 753-2617

Five Men
(Cont'rased From Page Om)
to Nashville. Tenn., where they
were sworn into the Army and
later transferred to Fort campbell for basic training
Those inducted were William
Lee (Buddy) Dodson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William E. ,Bill)
Dodson of Murray Route One;
Jimmy Dale Geurin, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Troy Geurin of Murray Route Six; Michael Carl
Keel, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
'Keel of Hazel Route one, Charles Steven Sexton, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Sexton, 120
North 14th Street, Murray; Harold Wayne Willianis, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Fred
hams of Murray Route Two.
Twenty-nine registrants *ere
sent for pre-induction physical
'examinations, Mrs. Adams said.
The September draft call for
,Calloway County will be seven
for induction and fifteen for
physicals, according to Mn
Adams.
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